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ONE

EARTH

THE theme for the United Nations Conference on the Human

Environment in Stockholm in June was "Only one earth". But
it is not only in the environmental context that this theme is

emphasised. The other big United Nations Conference earlier this

year, the UNCTAD meeting at Santiago, was also, in a way, based
on the same notion. And recent developments in the international
monetary field underline how action by one country influences others.
We have come to a stage where the economic and ecological interde¬
pendence of nations propagates the effects of national policies far into
the international system.

This is a situation which requires a continuous effort of international
co-operation and consultation. The industrialised countries in OECD

have a special responsibility in promoting co-operation on a really world¬
wide scale. Their assistance is necessary if the countries of the Third World
are to reach their development objectives. The developed countries
use an important part of the world's energy and raw material resources.
The problems of pollution are most acute in these countries.

The developing countries naturally insist on participating in interna¬
tional discussions and negotiations that concern them. OECD tries

to organise its activities in such a way that its discussions can have a posi¬
tive impact on work in the world-wide international bodies. In this way,
problems and positions can be clarified in view of action elsewhere. The

participation of OECD in the Santiago and Stockholm Conferences

was generally appreciated in this light. It is certainly desirable
that OECD should contribute, within its field of competence, to the
important world-wide monetary and trade negotiations that will take
place over the next few years.

But the responsibility of OECD goes beyond this role. Because of
their weight in the world economy, OECD Member countries need to

pursue economic policies and organise co-operation and consultation

in such a way that a sound economic climate prevails in the OECD area.
This is another consequence of world-wide interdependence : the effects
of economic policy decisions in the industrialised countries are felt not

in these countries but far beyond.

OECD is not a world-wide organisation. But in this interdependent,
one-world system it is essential that its work should continue to serve

not only the interests of its Member countries, but those of the world as

a whole. And in fact these interests are not conflicting: it is "only one
earth".
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THE CHANGING
DISTRIBUTION

OF ECONOMIC RESOURCES

The shift in political priorities that is gradually taking place in OECD Member
countries requires new methods of economic analysis: concern with the growth of economic

output as such is being supplemented by detailed examination of how that output
is being used, what the alternatives are and how the choice is likely to affect people's

well-being. A new OECD study "Expenditure Trends in OECD Countries 1960-1 980"
provides a quantitative framework for such an examination. It includes projections

of expenditures up to 1980 for all OECD countries in terms of both constant
and current prices and shows the main changes that are taking place in spending patterns.

Many of the policy problems it touches upon will be discussed in the coming years
by OECD's Economic Policy Committee and its Working Party No. 2.

One aspect of the analysis is described in the following article.

Share in GNP Change 1955-1969

(% of GNP) -1- or Results

Private consumers' (households ' )
money incomes (wages, salaries, rent,
dividends and interest)

1955: 77.4 %
1969: 76.6 % -0.5%

Direct taxes paid by consumers
1955: 10.8 %
1969: 15.8 % -5.0 %

Within what is so often called the "consumer society" there has

actually been a considerable decrease in the share of GNP devoted
to private consumption over the last fifteen years (1).

On the face of it, this the main conclusion of OECD's study

seems surprising since incomes of private consumers (what eco¬
nomists call the household sector) have increased roughly in line

with the growth of output. But, OECD's analysis shows, marked
changes have taken place in the final disposition of that income.

Much of the increased income has gone to taxes. Governments
have increased direct taxes, not only in absolute terms but also

as a per cent of GNP by about 5 per cent for the OECD as a
whole including social security contributions. (Indirect taxes have
also risen but to a much lesser extent, by 0.6 per cent of GNP.)
This increase in taxes has, OECD's study shows, come entirely

from individual consumer (household) incomes. The corporate

sector's share of taxes has actually fallen by 0.5 per cent of GNP.
Thus the tax burden has been shifted from the corporations to

private individuals (see Chart). This shift OECD's report
attributes to governments' desire to encourage a high level of
investment, (When fiscal stimulus of the economy has been
required, for example, tax concessions of one form or another
have been given to business.)

(1) The analysis referred to in this article is in terms of "money" rather than
"volume" changes, that is, in terms of current rather than constant prices. The
pattern holds for OECD countries as a whole but not necessarily for each indi¬
vidual country.
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Share in GNP

(%ofGNP)
Change
+ or -

1955-1969

Results

Consumers' income net of

direct taxes

1955: 66.6 %
1969: 60.8 % -5.8%

Transfers to consumers from
governments

1955: 5.7 %
1969: 8.2 % + 2,5 %

Thus the amount of money over which those who earned the
income had control has fallen.

But a substantial amount of these tax payments 50 per cent of
the increase has come back to the private household sector
again though not necessarily to to the same individuals in the

form of greatly increased government benefits old age pensions,
health insurance, unemployment benefits and other welfare
allowances.

1. FROM "PRIMARY" INCOME TO "PURE" PRIVATE CONSUMPTION

(as percentage of GNP, 1955 and 1969)

"Primary" Net Current Direct Net Current Disposable Saving Private "Pure"
Income Transfers Taxes Transfers Income as Consumption Private

from from a percentage Consumption
Government Abroad of GNP

1955 7969 1955 1969 1955 1969 1955 1969 1955 1969 1955 1969 1955 1969 1955 1969

MAJOR

COUNTRIES

Canada 72.9 72.9 6.4 10.0 5.8 11.0 0.2 0.1 73.3 71.8 8.6 10.7 64.6 61.1 58.2 51.1
United States 79.3 78.8 4.2 6.1 11.5 16.2 0.1 0.1 71.9 68.6 7.9 7.3 63.9 61.3 59.7 55.2

Japan 78.0 72.0 2.7 3.2 5.4 7.6 0.1 0.0 75.2 67.6 13.4 16.1 62.1 51.5 59.4 48.3
France 74.5 73.4 12.3 17.0 13.4 19.5 0.1 0.3 73.5 70.6 9.3 10.8 64.3 58.8 52.0 42.8

Germany 71.3 71.9 12.2 13.3 14.4 19.2 0.0 0.7 69.1 65.3 9.2 10.4 59.8 54.9 47.6 41.6

Italy 77.3 77.1 8.5 13.7 10.3 16.5 0.7 0.8 76.2 75.1 9.8 12.3 66.4 62.8 57.9 49.1
United

Kingdom 74.9 76.8 4.9 8.3 9.4 15.8 0.4 0.5 70.0 68.8 3.2 6.0 66.8 62.7 61.9 54.4

OTHER

NORTHERN

EUROPEAN

COUNTRIES

Austria 77.6 75.8 9.3 13.6 13.6 18.8 0.1 0.6 73.4 71.2 11.1 12.6 "62.3 58.6 53.0 45.0

Belgium 78.6 77.3 9.1 13.6 11.4 17.6 0.0 0.4 76.3 73.7 6.4 11.1 69.9 62.4 60.8 48.8
Denmark 80.6 75.0 6.0 9.6 10.4 16.2 0.0 0.0 76.2 68.4 7.3 6.8 68.9 61.6 62.9 52.0
Finland 73.8 74.6 4.5 7.3 9.1 14.9 0.0 0.0 69.2 67.0 8.1 11.2 61.2 55.8 56.7 48.5
Ireland 78.7 75.4 5.7 7.5 3.3 7.4 2.2 1.3 83.3 76.8 5.4 8.7 77.9 68.1 72.2 60.6

Luxembourg 71.9 74.0 10.0 15.4 14.7 19.5 0.0 0.0 67.2 69.9 9.3 8.9 57.8 61.0 47.8 45.6
Netherlands 73.1 75.9 6.6 16.2 13.2 24.7 0.2 0.1 66.7 67.3 7.5 10.4 59.2 56.8 52.6 40.6
Sweden 77.5 76.5 5.4 10.0 13.5 26.1 0.0 0.0 69.4 60.4 7.5 6.0 61.7 54.2 56.3 44.2
Switzerland 77.3 75.3 3.1 6.9 10.0 13.4 0.6 1.8 69.8 67.0 4.3 10.1 65.6 56.9 62.5 50.0

OTHER

SOUTHERN

EUROPEAN

COUNTRIES

Greece 84.7 77.2 4.0 8.3 6.2 8.6 2.3 3.7 84.8 80.6 7.1 11.6 77.7 68.9 73.7 60.6

Spain 79.0 78.1 1.1 4.2 3.6 7.7 0.3 1.5 76.8 76.1 6.1 7.6 70.6 68.5 69.5 64.3

OECD TOTAL 77.4 76.6 5.7 8.2 10.8 15.9 0.0 0.1 72.3 68.8 8.3 9.0 63.9 59.8 58.2 51.6

OECD excl.

U.S. 75.4 74.2 7.3 10.5 10.0 15.6 0.1 0.1 72.7 69.0 8.7 10.8 63.9 58.2 56.6 47.7

Source: National Accounts of OECD Countries, 1953-1969 and Secretariat estimates.
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Share in GNP

(% of GNP)

Disposable income

1955: 72.3 %
1969: 69.0 %

Consumers' savings

1955: 8.3 %
1969: 9.0 %

Private consumption expenditure

1955:64.0 %
1969: 60.0 %

Change
+ or

7 V

Consumption expenditures financed by
transfers from government (publicly
supported consumption)

1955: 5.7 %
1969: 8.2 %

"Pure" private consumption or
privately financed consumption

1955: 58.3 %
1969: 51.8 %

1955-1969

Results

3.3 0/

4.0 °A

6.5 0/

/o

(2) The statistical problems involved in conventional measures ofsavings are sub¬
stantial. In fact, what is called the "household sector" includes unincorporated
enterprises as well, and it is not clear how much of the Increase in savings is
accountedfor by these firms. Moreover a portion ofsavings goes into residential
construction, and it is not known to what extent this type of spending rather
than business investment absorbed savings.

The result was a decline in the share of GNP available for

consumer spending.

But consumers decided to save more rather than to spend.

OECD's report attributes this to "rising living standards" and
"the progressive satisfaction of demands generated by the consum¬
er durables revolution" as well as to higher "enforced" savings

in the form for example of pension funds. This increase in savings
has been available to private enterprise for investment (2).

The net result was a sharp shift away from what is usually

considered "private consumption''' by 4 per cent of GNP for
OECD countries as a group. This decline was experienced

by every OECD country without exception and, according to
the projections (3), will continue into the 1970's for
every country except the United States. The shift has been
particularly marked for Japan, Belgium, Denmark, Finland,
Sweden and Switzerland and also for some of the less developed
countries in the area.

Thus there has been a redistribution of purchasing power: the

share of consumption has declined, and the counterpart of
this decline is an increase in the ability ofgovernments to spend,

both for current needs and investment, and an increase in invest¬
ment spending by private enterprise.

Another important type of change has taken place which escapes
conventional analysis but shows up, at least in an approximate

way, in OECD's study. These are the changes taking place
within the household sector between different groups of individuals.

Here there has been a shift of spendable income to the aged, the

unemployed, the under-privileged all those who benefit from
the considerable increases in social welfare payments (4).

OECD's analysis takes account of the fact that for much, if not
most, of what it calls "publicly supported consumption", deci¬
sions about how the money will be spent are made directly or

indirectly by governments. This is true, for example of reimburse¬
ments for doctors' bills, scholarships for higher education, rent
allocations, child allowances and even unemployment benefits in

the sense that these will be used by the unemployed mainly for
basic necessities.

If this publicly supported consumption is added to what govern¬
ments spend directly, it is clear that governmental decisions
about how resources should be used are playing a much more

important role and individual consumer decisions a correspon¬
dingly less important one than they did fifteen years ago.
What OECD's report calls "pure private consumption" was
down by 6.5 per cent to just over 50 per cent of GNP by the
end of the I960's.

(3) Made partly by the Member governments themselves, partly by the OECD
Secretariat.

(A) It was necessary in OECD's analysis to assume that all transfer payments
are used for consumption, a fairly though not completely realistic hypothesis.

6
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1. "PRIMARY" INCOME OF HOUSEHOLDS AMD "PURE" PRIVATE CONSUMPTION

as percentage of GNP at current market prices

"Primary" income of households "Pure" private consumption

United States

Japan

Germany

OECD Total

Germany

-J 46

Sources Narian.il Accounts at O re _-
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This shift away from "pure private consumption", the report
notes, is on the whole the result of conscious decisions on the

part of governments.

The problems raised by these trends for the future are complex
ones, merely touched upon in OECD's study. One important
problem is how fast and how far, without aggravating inflationary
pressures, the shift can be made during the 1970's from "pure
private consumption" to the type of social expenditures improv¬
ed housing and leisure facilities, investment to improve the phy¬
sical environment, improved health standards and access to
education, all of which must be financed by private investment,

government expenditure or government transfers being given
greater priority than in the past. The report poses several ques¬
tions in this context: have efforts to keep up money incomes as

a compensation for direct taxes, without reference to increased
transfers from government, already contributed to inflationary
pressures? Does this represent to some extent a conscious or
unconscious attempt on the part of those affected to resist the

redistribution of spending power? If so, to what extent has the
attempt succeeded? Have the higher costs resulting from the
push for higher money incomes reduced the amount of new ser¬
vices (often labour-intensive and hence high cost) which can be

financed out of increased public revenues ?

Such questions will be discussed by OECD's Economic Policy
Committee and its Working Party No. 2 in the years to come, for

the trends shown in the report raise some major issues for public

policy. How much can new techniques of management and
decision-making contribute to greater efficiency in the public
sector? Should some activities be shifted back from the public to

the private sector to help make room for rising demands in other
areas? In view of the scale on which the transfer of purchasing

power now takes place, are the means of financing it direct taxes
combined with government tiansfer payments the most appro¬

priate to the ends ? Could the many different aspects of public
policy designed primarily to redistribute income between

people in different socio-economic groups, regions or activities
be rationalised and made more effective ?

2. CHANGES IIM NET DIRECT TAX PAYMENTS TO GOVERNMENT

BETWEEN 1955 AND 1969

Percentage trend change in share of GNP at current market prices
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FINANCING
OF

NEW TOWNS

^S§&. United States

In the United States the financing of

new towns is generally done by the pri¬

vate sector. An example for this was

given to the OECD Group, namely

Columbia, which it was decided to

develop in 1963 with a development

period fixed at 15 years. The deve¬

loper is a private company which applied

to an insurance company for the neces¬

sary funds.

The town, covering an area of 18,000

acres (3,200 of which will be parks and

recreation areas), is planned to take

about 140,000 inhabitants and to pro¬

vide 40,000 dwelling units and jobs.

About 850,000 square metres of covered

space are reserved for industry, 200,000

for commerce and 100,000 for offices.

The purchase and development of the

land is costing some 8100 million, to
which must be added the cost of the

actual project, and here the developer

obtains funds for specific buildings on

an as-needed basis. For acquiring the

first parcels of land the financing com¬

pany provided the developer with

822,500,000 to make purchases as he

thought fit, with only two strings att¬

ached, namely that the average price

should not exceed $1,500 per acre, and

that no single purchase should exceed

83,000 per acre. The purchases were

kept secret and in six months 14,000

acres were acquired and paid for in cash

at an average price of 11,435 per acre.

To the developer, it is important to enjoy

flexibility in the use of funds so as to

achieve in the early stages the "critical

mass" required to make the scheme

attractive; stores open because people

come to live there, and people come to

live there because stores open, etc.

Among the other basic guidelines for

measuring the quality of any financial

Governmentswhich invest inbuild¬

ing new towns try to find out the
most rational methods of financ¬
ing them. For this purpose an
international comparison between
the practices followed in differ¬
ent countries was undertaken by
the Sector Group on Urban En¬
vironment set up by the Environ¬
ment Committee of OECD, and
thefollowing article contains some
of the points made in reports from
four countries which apply widely
differing methods, namely the
United States, where financing is
private, but a para-public cor¬
poration is being experimented
with; France, where co-operation
between the public and private
sectors takes widely varying
forms; the Netherlands, where
the public sector plays a domi¬
nant part; and the United King¬
dom, where the public sector until
recently provided all the finance
for new towns, but is now tending
to hand over to the private sector.

arrangement, the developer reports that

experience with Columbia has confirm¬
ed that:

sufficient funds should be obtained,

as defined by an economic model;

repayment should be carefully asso¬

ciated with economic model pace;

adequate funds should be allowed for

the community structure.

In the United States, where the private

sector provides the financing of new

towns, the setting up by New York

State of a para-public body, the New

York State Urban Development Corpo¬

ration, is an exception and an experi¬

ment which will make possible an

assessment of the advantages of co¬

operation between the two sectors. The

Corporation, which started in 1968, has

a mandate to combine public and pri¬

vate energies to help renew New York
State's cities and towns and ensure the

orderly growth of urban areas. Its

powers enable it to override municipal

boundaries and authority, and it has the

right to expropriate, to act as a developer,

to raise loans and to set up subsidiaries.

Its programme for 1972 includes begin¬

ning at least 15,000 dwelling units plus

all kinds of facilities, as well as conti¬

nuing work on three new towns, Wel¬

fare Island, Lysander and Amherst, of

which the latter is still in the planning

stage.

Welfare Island, in East River, has been

leased to the Corporation for 99 years

by New York City. It is to become an

automobile-free town of 20,000 inha¬

bitants with parks, a dispersed school

system, a town centre containing cover-

ed-in galleries, and a promenade for

cyclists and pedestrians encircling the
Island.

The new town of Lysander is growing up

on a site covering 2,700 acres which
was used for the manufacture of muni¬

tions during World War II. The plans

include 5,000 residential units to house

18,000 persons and the scheme will cost
about 8300 million. The Urban Deve¬

lopment Corporation will recover the

infrastructure costs by selling land.

France

Nine new towns are growing up in

France, five in the Paris area and four
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in the provinces. The task of drawing

up a master development plan and

town-planning blueprint for each of

them was given to a Research and

Planning Commission, later to be taken

over by a Public Development Corpora¬

tion, and these master plans are the

charters for building the new towns.

The cost of research is borne by the Min¬

istry of Equipment and Housing, and

the local authorities are closely asso¬
ciated with the work.

It is the private sector which provides the

market and caters for its requirements;

it purchases or leases the necessary

land ; it fully prepares the sites and makes

them ready to take the buildings plan¬

ned; and it takes care of the financing,

construction and marketing of buildings

for different purposes (housing, offices,

industry, commerce, etc.) or of private

enterpriss installations (skating rinks,

cinemas, etc.). All these operations

involve many different parties, including

designers, architects, financial institu¬

tions, entrepreneurs, industrialists, mer¬

chants, private persons and developers

(private or government).

The forms and conditions of association

between the authorities and the deve¬

lopers reflect the wide variety of situa¬
tions which arise. Thus in the case of

housing in the five new towns in the

Paris area the programmes differ in size

(ranging from a few dozen to several

thousand dwelling units), in nature

(individual houses or appartment build¬

ings, government housing or unsubsi-

dised dwellings), in time scale and in

the developers concerned. Four main

types of association between govern¬

ment authorities and developers are in

use:

The simplest arrangement is to sell a

fully equipped site on the terms and

conditions specified. This assumes that

buyers will be found on those terms

and conditions, i.e. that the latter are

realistic and correspond to market condi¬
tions.

The Concerted Development Zones

(ZAC) procedure was set up by a 1967

Act and provides for the terms and condi¬

tions of co-operation between the public

and private sectors to be fixed by con¬

tract to suit the particular circumstances

and development scheme concerned.

A zonal development plan is worked

out for each ZAC covering the allocation

of sites and the organisation of the

work as a whole. A programme, a
timetable and cost estimates are also

drawn up. Almost all development

The new town of Créteil, France

work on the new towns is carried out

within the framework of ZACs.

It seems necessary that in the case

of large-scale projects the designers

should be associated with the developers

from the research stage, so as to

match the objectives of the authorities

responsible for the new towns as close¬

ly as possible with the business inter¬

ests of the developers. Thus in the

Paris area the developers interested in a
sectcr of the new town of Marne-la-

Vallée have formed a consortium which

has co-operated with the Research Com¬

mission for the new town in drawing

up the development plans and prepar¬

ing a ZAC with 7,500 new homes to be
built between 1972 and 1978. At

Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines a central core

covering almost 1,250 acres is planned

to take 25,000 dwelling units, shopping

centres, offices (over 400,000 square

metres) and public facilities. The work

is being carried out under the authority

of the Public Development Corporation

and several important financial groups

have set up a joint consultancy service

to help with it.

The competitive tender system has

the advantage of eliciting good quality

and imaginativeness. A case in which

it was used is the regional shopping

centre at Cergy-Pontoise, which will pro¬

vide about 50,000 square metres of

shopping space. The tenderers had to

comply with overall planning direc¬
tives, technical and business require¬

ments, and tender conditions which

included paying the Public Develop

ment Corporation an annual fee based

on the shopping centre's turnover. A

developer was chosen, mainly on the

basis of the quality of this town-plan¬

ning proposals. There was also a call

for tenders for Evry and important

French and foreign groups showed inter¬
est in it. The scheme covers an entire

quarter of the new town and includes

different types of housing as well as

public facilities. Out of eight tender¬

ers four were selected in December,

1971 and the final choice will be made

in the summer of 1 972.

Netherlands
iEiS

In the Netherlands the new town of

Lelystad, planned for between 100,000

and 150,000 inhabitants, is in its first

stage of development. The existing

companies and services finance and

operate such public utilities as electri¬

city, gas and telephone, while the building

of schools is the responsibility of the

competent government Department.

With these two exceptions the first part

of the project is financed entirely by the

Ijsselmeerpolders Development Autho¬
rity. This body comes under the Minis¬

try of Traffic and Waterworks and has

the task of bringing under cultivation
the land which is reclaimed from the

sea and belongs to the State, establishing

farms and villages, allocating farm lands

and settling people on them. Once
it had been decided to create the town of

10
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Lelystad, it was for the Authority to
draw up the plans and to take care of

the financing and construction (the

actual building being done by private
firms).

As the Authority finances the operation

out of its own budget, the amount of
funds which the Government makes

available to it yearly decides the rate

of growth. For the year 1972 the

Authority's budget amounts to Fl. 124
million, of which over Fl. 88 million

will be spent on building. There is no

intention substantially to enlarge govern¬
ment financing. At present houses are

being built at the rate of 600 a year.

During the current year private capital

should start to take over the financing
of building, so that the Authority can

stop this work, while building by hous¬

ing corporations and private developers
goes on to rise to a rate of 1,000 new

homes per year.

The Authority is trying to complete as

much of the infrastructure work as pos¬

sible by 1975 in order to avoid the dan¬

ger that the municipality might not have

sufficient building sites available. Fur¬

ther development plans will be made for

the future and will have the force of

law when handed over to the municipa¬
lity.

Much the same story applies to indus¬

tries and services. The first shopping
centre has been built by the Authority

and in the coming years development
may be started on a smaller scale in other

parts of the town, but in principle
private enterprise should take over now.

Apart from some temporary subsidies,

industry should be able to finance its

development out of its own resources.

No new offices or other commercial

premises will be built by the State.

Because the Authority did not have to

buy any land, but created it at a cost

of Fl. 1 .50 to 2.00 per square metre, only
the costs of developing it for different

purposes are of importance. Conse¬

quently the prices at which industry-lots
can be offered are moderate, but deli¬

berately not excessively low, being be¬
tween FMOand FI.15 per square metre.
As regards offices in the future central

core of the town, no fixed policy deci¬
sions have yet been made.

United Kingdom

In the year 2,000 more than three

million Britons will be living in the 28

new towns and cities now being built.
The building of new towns and cities

in the United Kingdom was started in

1945 and at first the financing was done

entirely by the public sector, but changes
are now taking place and the private

sector's share is tending to increase.

First, as regards housing, the percen¬

tage of dwellings built for sale is rising.
In Peterborough, for example, at least
1 6,000 of the 28,000 new homes needed

(57 per cent) will be built for sale

by private enterprise companies (and

by non-profit housing societies). This
compares with only 10 per cent in the

earlier new towns, the remaining 90 per

cent having been built and leased by
development corporations in different
towns and cities.

The development corporations have to

sell sites to private housing companies

and increasingly the practice is to invite

private developers to submit design
proposals for a particular site, specifying

the nature and price of the housing they
propose to build on it. The proposals

may include an offer of a price for the

land. Alternatively, the corporation may
stipulate the price of the land in advance

and judge the tenders on their architec¬
tural and financial merits.

The selected developer then builds the

scheme to the planning brief agreed. By

a carefully considered programme of

action within this general approach a

new town corporation can promote the

building of houses for sale in the num¬

bers required and over a wide range of
selling prices and standards. At the

same time its own rented-house pro¬
gramme meets the need of families who

prefer not to, or cannot afford to buy
their own homes.

The situation is quite different when it

comes to building factories, offices,

shops and other commercial premises.

Industrial firms moving to a new town

and wishing to build their own factories

and warehouses have always been able

to do so. They simply take out a lease,

generally long-term, of the site and the

rent is adjusted to the new market value

every 21 years. Meanwhile the deve¬

lopment corporations have always built

factories, shops and offices by borrowing
from the Government.

Now, however, instead of relying solely

on government loans, they have found it

necessary to attract private capital to

cover a half, or even more, of the planned
cost of industrial and commercial build¬

ing. Private capital can participate

in two ways:

First, a new town corporation will

generally prefer to carry out a major
development (say one incorporating
shops and offices) in association with
an institutional investor an insurance

company, pension fund or investment

trust. The corporation will design the
scheme and organise its construction.

The institution will supply the finance for
construction on terms negotiated to
secure it a basic rate of interest on the

capital sum and also a substantial share

of the periodic increases in rents charged
to the firms leasing the shops and
offices. The rents will be readjusted
every 7, 14 or 21 years, or at similar

intervals. Alternatively, and this is a

fast-growing practice, the rents of retail
stores will be related to annual turnover.

The second arrangement is a part¬
nership with a property development
company. Some schemes for new

towns make use of it, but it is less attrac¬

tive, since property development com¬
panies also raise their finance from insti¬

tutional investors who will expect much

the same return as if dealt directly with
the new town corporation. The remun¬

eration taken by the property develop¬
ment company further reduces what

is left for the development corporation
as landowner and promoter of the enter¬

prise, whereas the New Towns Act puts
an obligation on development corpora¬
tions to secure the best return from their

investments in the interests of the public
at large.

It is a fundamental principle in the United
Kingdom that all the land needed for a

new town should be bought by the
development corporation. Only in this
way can the corporation be sure of recov¬

ering, through sales and leases of sites

and buildings, at least the greater part
of the increases in values brought about
by the new town as such ; and it is consi¬

dered essential to do this if the corpo¬
ration's expenditures on basic services

are ever to be repaid, and its costs in

planning, promoting and managing the
new town covered.

Having assembled the land, prepared
the necessary plans and installed (in
partnership with the established statu¬

tory agencies) the essential ground ser¬

vices, the development corporation can

then make sites available to private deve¬

lopment agencies to build houses, shop¬
ping centres, factory estates and offices.

By shrewd negotiation these sites can

be leased almost never sold on terms

which secure for the corporation a subs¬

tantial share in the continuing increases
in values brought about by the new town.
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Growth of fleets

Advantages and disadvantages

Measures to counter development

A fresh look at the problem of flags of convenience
has been taken by the OECD Maritime Transport
Committee. Their conclusions, and the factors and
figures on which these are based, are contained in a
special chapter of their 1971 Annual Report (1 ).

Since the Committee first reported on this subject,
thirteen years ago, the fleets of the flag of convenience
countries have altered almost out of recognition.
After a period of decline in flag of convenience reg¬
istrations, reaching a low point in 1962, the situa¬
tion has changed so radically that these fleets have
grown at rates more than twice those of the worldfleet
as a whole; almost twenty per cent of the world fleet
is now registered under flags of convenience.

New problems have therefore arisen, and in the
opinion of the Maritime Transport Committee new
steps may be needed to deal with them.

( 1) Maritime Transport Committee: Annual Report for 1971 . OECD, Paris.

F
lag of convenience fleets rose from 1.2 per cent to 19.3 per
cent of total world tonnage between 1939 and 1971 (for

details see Table 1). At the time of the 1958 Maritime

Transport Committee's Report, there were only four such fleets
in existence; and of them, only those of Panama and Liberia

remain significant, while the fleets of Costa Rica and Honduras
have dwindled to very small proportions. In the years between,
the Lebanese fleet rose and fell back again.

Cyprus, Somalia and Singapore are the most recent additions
to the flags of convenience. Cyprus has benefited from its lin¬
guistic associations with Greece and its fleet is almost wholly
Greek-owned. Both Singapore and Somalia only offered flag of
convenience facilities very recently. Both fleets have, however,

grown very rapidly and, by mid- 1 97 1 , each had nearly 600,000 g.r.t.
of ships sailing under its flag.

Both the Panamanian and Liberian fleets increased strongly after

the setback in 1959-62, new owners tending mainly to use the

Liberian flag, while increases in Panamanian growth have been
largely limited to additions to company fleets already flying the
Panamanian flag.

Shipping registered under the flags of "tax havens" is more limited,
but total tonnage so registered is growing rapidly.

Characteristics of

l lie Vk\& of Convenience Fleets
The fleets of the six largest flag of convenience countries were
constituted as shown in Table 2 in July 1971. The typical

Liberian shipis large and modern, being in mid 1971 four times bigger
than the world average and a year younger. The other flag of
convenience fleets however are made up of ships which are not

much larger than the world average, but seven years older. Of

What makes a Flag of Convenience ?
(i) The country of registry allows ownership and/or control

of its its merchant vessels by non-citizens ;
(ii) Access to the registry is easy. A ship may usually

be registered at a consul's office abroad. Equally

important, transfer from the registry at the owner's

option is not restricted ;

(Hi) Taxes on the income from the ships are not levied
locally or are low. A registry fee and an annual fee,

based on tonnage, are normally the only charges made.

A guarantee or acceptable understanding regarding

future freedom from taxation may also be given ;

(iv) The country of registry is a small power with no national
requirement under any foreseeable circumstances for
all the shipping registered (but receipts from very small

charges on a large tonnage may produce a substantial
effect on its national income and balance ofpayments) ;

(v) Manning of ships by non-nationals is freely permitted ;

and

(vi) The country of registry has neither the power nor the
administrative machinery effectively to impose any

government or international regulations ; nor has the
country the wish or the power to control the companies
themselves (1).

What Countries Offer Flag of Convenience
Facilities ?

For the purposes of this study, the following countries are
offering or have offered these facilities: Liberia, Panama,
Honduras, Costa Rica, Lebanon, Cyprus, Singapore and
Somalia. In a different category, certain territories offer
"tax haven" facilities but subject ships on their register to
full regulation and inspection, for example, Bermuda, the
Bahamas, Gibraltar and the Netherlands Antilles.

(I) "Committee ofInquiry into Shipping- Report" London, May 1970.
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MARITIME TRANSPORT.

1. FLAG OF CONVENIENCE FLEETS (VESSELSJ3F 100 GRT AND OVER)
(AS AT MID YEAR) "

Source : Lloyd's Register Statistical Tables.

VESSEL TYPES UNDER FLAGS OF CONVENIENCE

(at 1-7-1971)
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1939
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1949
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1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

5

22

69

105

158

245

436

582

743

975

1 085

977

903

853

893

1 117

1287

1 436

1 513

1 613

1 731

1 869

2 060

0.05

0.24

0.59

0.90

1.43

2.38

4.00

5.58

7.47

10.08

11.94

11.28

10.93

10.57

11.39

14.55

17.54

20.60

22.60

25.72

29.22

33.30

38.55

159

372

518

536

573

607

606

593

595

555

556

580

602

639

607

601

592

619

691

692

702

757

798

823

886

1 031

0.72

1.71

2.72

3.02

3.36

3.61

3.74

3.91

4.09

3.92

3.92

4.13

4.36

4.58

4.23

4.05

3.85

3.89

4.27

4.46

4.54

4.76

5.10

5.37

5.64

6.26

32

78

93

123

142

152

145

146

130

117

106

94

89

78

59

58

54

49

46

47

43

45

45

51

52

54

0.08

0.28

0.32

0.41

0.52

0.51

0.47

0.47

0.44

0.43

0.39

0.37

0.34

0.20

0.15

0.12

0.11

0.10

0.09

0.08

0.07

0.07

0.07

0.07

0.06

0.07

50

70

114

152

152

144

91

44

0.15

0.20

0.34

0.51

0.52

0.51

0.29

0.09 74

131

164

190

174

157

149

139

122

95

79

65

0.26

0.55

0.75

0.91

0.85

0.78

0.74

0.60

0.44

0.30

0.18

0.13

35

60

109

134

207

277

0.18

0.36

0.65

0.77

1.14

1.50

15

58

79

109

0.06

0.29

0.37

0.59

73

112

153

185

0.13

0.23

0.42

0.58

0.80

1.99

3.04

3.47

4.12

4.71

5. II

5.96

7.11

8.69

10.40

12.49

15.27

17.01

16.01

15.65

15.28

16.29

19.76

22.86

26.13

28.39

32.17

36.25

41.11

47.68

31 186

29 340

30 248

30 852

31 226

31 461

31 797

32 358

32 492

33 052

33 804

35 202

36 221

36311

37 792

38 661

39 571

40 859

41 865

43 014

44 375

47 444

50 276

52 444

55 041

69.44

80.29

82.57

84.58

87.24

90.18

93.35

97.42

100.57

105.20

110.27

118.03

124.94

129.77

135.96

139.98

145.86

153.00

160.39

171.13

182.10

194.15

211.66

227.49

247.20

1.2

3.8

4.2

4.9

5.4

5.7

6.4

7.3

8.6

9.9

11.3

12.9

13.6

12.4

11.5

10.9

11.2

12.9

14.3

15.3

15.6

16.5

17.1

18.1

19.3

LIBERIA PANAMA LEBANON CYPRUS SOMALIA SINGAPORE

Vessel

types
Ships

million

grt
Ships

million

grt
Ships

million

grt
Ships

million

grt

_,, . mi11ion
Ships

grt
Ships

million

grt

Tankers

Ore and Bulk Carriers

Combined Carriers

General Cargo

Container Ships

Passenger Liners

Liquified Gas Carriers
Chemical Carriers

Fishing Vessels
Research Vessels

Miscellaneous

763

526

87

599

11

5

16

2

3

2

46

22.31

8.63

3.52

3.59

0.08

0.09

0.20

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.12

183

49

1

641

7

11

39

4

96

3.24

0.61

0.04

1.95

0.14

0.15

0,02

0,00

0,11

61

4

0.13

0.00

10

5

246

1

15

0.11

0.06

1.28

0.00

0.05

10

99

0.12

0.47

26

5

127

3

1

23

0.09

0.05

043

0.00

0.00

0.01

Total 2 060 38.55 1 031 6.26 65 0.13 277 1.50 109 0.59 185 0.58

Source : Lloyd's Statistical Tables, 1971.
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MARITIME TRANSPORT

vessels under construction at the end of 1971 (a total of over

22 million g.r.t.) some 18.8 per cent were for registry in Liberia,
Panama, Singapore and Somalia.

It has often been said that the flag of convenience fleets include a

large proportion of low-quality vessels operating under minimum
maritime safety conditions. This is almost impossible to docu¬
ment statistically; but, the Report points out, in the period 1950-
1970, total loss figures for Liberia were in proportion to total
fleet twice as high as those for OECD Member countries, for
Panama three times as high and for the Lebanese and Cypriot
fleets very much worse. Loss figures are closely related to age
and these figures are all the more striking in that the average age
for Liberian-registered ships over this period was 8.7 years com¬
pared with 12 years for the OECD countries; moreover a large
part of Liberian shipping, particularly tankers and bulk carriers,
is employed permanently on long hauls and spends relatively
little time in congested waters.

The financial contribution which the fleets make to the countries

of registry should not, states the Report, be overestimated. Using
the rates for first registration and annual re-registration, the direct
income to Panama and Liberia for four selected years has been

estimated as follows:

Liberia Panama

1958 $ 2.6 million $450 thousand
I960 $750 thousand $280 thousand
1964 $ 3.5 million $600 thousand
1969 $ 5.1 million $850 thousand

The revenue from the smaller fleets is even less significant.

Advantages lo

the Shipowner of Operating
under Flags of Convenience

All flag of convenience nations offer extremely low taxation levels.
Normally the only payments are an initial registration fee and
an annual renewal fee with certain dues for official certifications,

no income or corporation taxes being levied on maritime opera¬
tions. These fees are of very little significance to the shipowner:
one of the largest ships afloat, the "Universe Iran" and her sister
ships under the Liberian flag pay about $10,000 per annum.
But a company operating ships under flags of convenience "may
not be entirely free from tax. Shipping companies, wherever
their place of residence, are often liable to tax in a foreign country
or on any profits they derive from international traffic originating
in that country. A flag of convenience company is liable for such
tax without means of relief, because the countries offering these
facilities cannot have double taxation agreements (2) From

the point of view of taxation there is little to choose between flags
of convenience countries and "tax-havens".

In many traditional maritime countries shipping enjoys consider¬
able tax facilities and/or direct financial assistance: UK shipown¬
ers, for example, have no strong fiscal inducement to operate
under flags of convenience since, for some time to come, they
are unlikely to pay Corporation Tax as a result of comparatively
low profitability and of fiscal allowances on heavy capital expen¬
diture on ships.

However, this does not take account of the favourable position
of some flag of convenience operators as regards distributed pro¬
fits. Freedom from the need to account for tax on distributed

profits gives flag of convenience operators resident in tax
havens an advantage over all those whose personal profits suffer

tax in one form or another. Not only do flag of convenience

countries not impose heavy taxes but they do not even require the
submission of tax returns.

A principal advantage for owners using flags of convenience lies
in the field of crew costs. For instance, ships flying the US flag

must as a rule be manned by US citizens paid US agreed wage
rates; so that labour costs for a US-manned ships are 2% times
those of an Italian-manned ship, in themselves 30 to 50 per cent

higher than certain other countries' crew costs. Thus the use
of flags of convenience by Americans is a necessity in many cases
if they are to compete internationally without subsidies.

Furthermore, the use of flags of convenience enables the owner to

operate his ships on lower manning scales than those imposed by
many governments or established by agreement with unions (the
Deutsche-Afrika Linien have estimated that they would be able

to operate one of their ships with 27 men, compared with the 38
required for operation under the German flag, with a daily saving
os some DM 1,000). The manning scales imposed by the
traditional maritime nations do not necessarily constitute minima

required for the safe operation of ships; but the practices of some
flag of convenience operators have in certain cases led to circum¬
stances which threatened the safety of the personnel on board and

of the ship herself.

Apart from financial advantages, flags of convenience can be
useful if owners, for political or other reasons, are reluctant to be
identified with a particular country. And the aspect of
independence from state intervention choice of shipyards on the
international market, purchase of secondhand tonnage, state
control in the event of war or other emergency should not be
underestimated. However, as a result of private agreements it
was estimated that in 1968 some 45 per cent of the tonnage under
the Panamanian and Liberian flags, together with a further tonnage

flying the Honduran flag, could be brought under "effective United
States control" in the event of hostilities.

Disadvantages to the Shipowner
These are clearly limited by comparison with the advantages, but
nevertheless may be substantial.

An owner under a flag of convenience cannot enjoy certain finan¬
cial advantages which particular governments grant to vessels
flying their flag. For example, positive grants or the provision of
lower-than-market-rate loans can offer definite incentives to the

operator to remain under the national flag concerned.

Other disadvantages include the very limited diplomatic and consu¬
lar facilities provided by flag of convenience countries compared
with the major maritime nations: they are, of course, excluded
from cabotage trades where these are reserved to ships of particu¬
lar flags; and there has been little participation by flag of conve¬
nience ships in liner shipping or liner conferences.

Some Consequences of
the Existence of

Flag of Convenience Fleets

The Report studies the consequences of the existence of large
flag of convenience fleets in their economic, safety and labour
aspects. The flexibility of investment which flag of convenience
owners enjoy through their tax status and other advantages have

(2) Committee of Inquiry into Shipping.
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resulted in rates of development and modernisation of some
of these fleets considerably above those of traditional maritime

countries: between 1963 and 1971 Liberian tonnage increased by
238 per cent as compared with 45 per cent for the European Mem¬

bers of OECD and faster even than Japan and the USSR.

Flags of convenience owners have been in the forefront of the

tanker and large bulk carrier development, with the first 100,000

and 300,000 tonners both under the Liberian flag. Of the total

world tanker tonnage of vessels over 10,000 d.w.t. 29 per cent
are registered under flags of convenience.

A major problem associated with flag of convenience registrations
is that the host countries are often unwilling or unable to provide
enforcement mechanisms for safety regulations. In the case of

hull and machinery certification, flag of convenience countries
have in most cases transferred responsibility by requiring certi¬
fication by international classification societies; but in other res¬

pects (certification of personnel, preventing collisions and pollu¬
tion of the sea by oil) although the flag of convenience countries
subscribe to international Conventions, direct or indirect control

of their fulfilment is sometime lacking. Under such circumstances

the ships involved may threaten the safety both of other ships and
of the countries whose shores they pass. Cases have also arisen
in which ships' officers hold no valid certification and lack previous
experience.

From a national point of view, registration under flags of conve¬
nience may mean the withdrawal of a productive element and
source of employment, and of income and tax revenue from the

national economy. It may furthermore lead to unfairly low cost
competition for the national shipowners and thus limit their pro¬
ductive capacity.

The personnel of flag of convenience vessels have in various ins¬

tances been given lower than average standards, especially during
periods of shipping depression and abundant labour supply. A
further difficulty has been that legal disputes for example in
the case of a breach of a seaman's contract will normally have
to be pursued in the country of registration.

International Measures to

Counter Registration
under Flags of Convenience

Up to the present time, the boycott of 1958, organised by the
International Transport Workers Federation, has been the only
significant collective action against flag of convenience ships. No
support was given by shipowners and governments and the Inter¬

national Shipping Federation dissociated itself from the boycott

because it involved a breach of national collective agreements
and in some cases a breach of national law.

Inter-governmental action seems to have been limited to such

relatively ineffectual measures as the attempt to deny Liberia its

seat on the Maritime Safety Committee of IMCO (3), which was

rejected by the International Court of the Hague.

The other major attempt to control flags of convenience was a
group of proposals put forward by the International Law Commis¬

sion aimed at establishing the principle of a "genuine link" between

the States of Registry and the ship. But although this was incor¬
porated into the United Nations Convention on the High Seas,

1958, the Convention did not formally establish the right of a

State to challenge a ship's registration on the grounds of a lack
of a "genuine link". Moreover, neither Liberia, Panama nor

Cyprus are among the 50 nations which have ratified this Conven¬
tion.

National Measures to

Counter Registration
under Flags of Convenience

If it has not been possible to discourage flag of convenience regis¬
tration by enforcing international standards, those traditional

maritime countries which desire to discourage their nationals from

owning flag of convenience tonnage will have to act on the national

level, either individually or collectively.

Individual countries are already taking such steps. Examples
are:

Italy. A draft law in preparation to require government autho¬

risation for any immatriculation of Italian ships under a foreign

flag under pain of severe penalties; fiscal and other advantages
are envisaged in order to encourage the repatriation of flag of
convenience ships to Italian registry.

Denmark. A licence from the Danish authorities may be needed

for carrying out the capital investment abroad connected with

shipping operations under flags of convenience.

United Kingdom. No measures have been taken specifically,
affecting transfer to or from flags of convenience, but transfer of

busines without authority from the Sterling area is not permitted,

and thus has in the past had an effect on the possible transfer of
ships.

Belgium. Ships cannot be transferred to any other flag unless

specially authorised by the Ministry of Communications, and

only if at least 50 per cent of the ownership is sold to a national

of the country concerned.

Norway. The transfer of capital to foreign countries is in

general subject to government licencing, and this applies also

when a shipowner registered in Norway wants to transfer a Nor¬

wegian ship to a foreign flag while remaining owner of the ship
or part of it. Transfers to flags of convenience have generally

been rejected.

Germany. Under the national "Flag Law", German owners

residing or having their business seat in the Federal Republic

cannot legally operate their ships under flags of convenience.

Greece. The success of the positive campaigns by the Greek

Government to repatriate Greek-owned ships sailling under other

flags is highlighted in another part of the Report. As a result

the Greek fleet has expanded over the last two years more rapidly

than that of any other OECD Member country.

Several other States do not allow individuals or companies to

operate ships under other than their national flags; but there is

no way effectively to prevent the establishment, via intermediaries,

of subsidiary companies in flag of convenience countries to hold

the legal ownership of the vessel, while overseas subsidiaries for

other purposes are permitted.

The OECD Maritime Transport Committee recommended that

the report on which this summary is based should be forwarded

to ILO (4) and IMCO for information. The Committee felt

that the subject was of sufficient importance to merit continued
close study, since flags of convenience

give rise to the danger of unfair competition resulting from

special economic advantages, and

may constitute a threat to the maritime community as a whole

through inadequate safety standards and their ineffective
enforcement.

(3) Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organisation.
(4) International Labour Organisation.
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TECHNOLOGY

NEEDED:

A BETTER

MATERIALS POLICY

Materials of varied kinds play a dominant role in
modern society ; not only for national purposes, such
as defence, but for everyday needs: housing, clothing,
transport, energy, communications. Almost every
facet of the application of technology involves mater¬
ials in a vital way.

A new survey prepared by the Materials Research
Advisory Group of the OECD Committee for Scien¬
tific and Technological Policy suggests that national
policies covering the whole field of materials are
necessary, and puts forward suggestions designed to
give rise to experiments and reactions that could be
of great benefit to all Member countries.

The Group's views and suggestions for improved
materials policies are summarised in the following
article.

The most obvious aspect of a study of materials is the

breadth and variety they include: from those used in

highly sophisticated products such as modern electronic

integrated circuits, to the cement and concrete of civil engineer¬
ing works; synthetic fibres but also "natural" materials such
as wool. A feature common to all definitions is that materials

cannot be divorced from their application; a study of their life

cycle (Figure 1 ) shows that the field of materials is not an isolated
system, but that, by their very nature, materials as such interact
with many other areas, such as energy, the environment and
natural resources.

Most human activities are critically dependent on the materials

available, not only in the case of industries producing, processing

or using materials, but also in that of the economic or social

services and of the many functions which are government respon¬

sibilities. Defence, for example, is dependent on the perfor¬

mance of the materials and on access to the relevant material

resources. In a quite different field that of health it is vital
both for man's safety and for progress in artificial limbs and

organs that the interaction between "human materials" and
"man-made materials" should be better understood.

Each stage of the life-cycle of materials, each transformation,
involves either the consumption of energy, or its 'production.

Many natural resources serve both to provide energy and for the
extraction of materials; wood, coal, oil and uranium, for example.

Materials and energy together may be regarded as the "hard¬
ware" of technical civilisation, the "software" being the design

of complex products and systems.

The material-environment relationship takes many and varied

forms. Materials may have to be able to withstand attack by

the environment (corrosion, vibration problems) ; and on the
other hand their production, processing and use create air and

water pollution, and give rise to problems of the accumulation
of solid wastes. As a counterpart, materials have a very impor¬

tant positive role in solving many environmental problems, either
directly (e.g. reducing the emission of noxious gases) or indi¬
rectly (e.g. the use of superconductors for power transmission).

In the relations between materials and natural resources, two

forms of competition arise : the use of certain resources for

production of energy versus production of materials; and that
between the use of virgin natural resources and the re-use of
solid wastes to produce materials. These wastes may be

useless as such, but they often contain useful constituents

which make recycling desirable or which can be used as the

starting point of an entirely new cycle for a different application.

The Materials Explosion

Until comparatively recent times, there were relatively few
materials in use, and these were generally natural products

or represented relatively minor improvements beyond the
extraction process. Clothes, for example, could only be made
of wool, cotton, flax or silk, bridges of stone or brick, and so on.

Moreover, the amounts required were limited. Thus pollution

and solid waste were quantitatively and geographically limited,
and for the same reason the stock of natural resources could be

regarded as unlimited in relation to the volume of raw materials
consumed.

This situation has been radically changed and complicated by

the "materials explosion" both from the qualitative and quanti¬

tative standpoints.

Science and technology have given birth to a vast number of

wholly new applications demanding completely new materials
from which new and highly important industries have sprung up,
such as the semi-conductor on which solid state electronics

is based and artificial materials such as plastics and synthetic

fibres. At the same time there has also been a great increase in

the variety and sophistication of materials tailor-made for
specific applications (e.g. metal alloys and composite materials),
with great promise of increased performance over traditional
materials in other uses.
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1.THE LIFE-CYCLE OF MATERIALS
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The appearance of new materials and the improvements in
traditional materials have been among the main factors contribut¬

ing to economic growth in the recent past. In its turn, this has

led to a very steep increase in the quantity of natural materials

transferred into useful products and then discharged into the
environment. To illustrate this, the global value, at market
prices, of the materials consumed in France in 1967 was about

40,000 million francs, 7.4 per cent of GNP or 21 per cent of the
output of the manufacturing industries sector; in 1969 materials

averaged 16.4 per cent of OECD countries' imports and 16.9
per cent of exports (1).

At the present time, therefore, more and more materials are

competing for a specific application. The increasing amount
of materials produced and consumed, with resultant pollution

and solid waste, are leading to a serious degradation of the
environment, particularly as regards the growing use of low-
density, high-volume materials that cannot be easily or econo¬

mically recycled packaging materials, for example.

Are natural, and particularly mineral resources, nearing exhaus¬
tion ? If so, increasing use will have to be made of low-grade
ores and materials extracted from the sea, so that costs of pro¬
duction must rise. This is the longterm challenge.

All countries are short of something or other and depend on
international trade to meet their needs of raw and processed
materials. International specialisation and the interdependence

it implies will clearly increase from now on : difficulties which

have already arisen with regard to oil might be repeated for other

natural resources which might be threatened for economic or

political reasons.

Recently a number of social needs have arisen whose satisfaction

depends on materials: low cost housing, improvement to

transport systems, materials for biomedical engineering. Econo¬

mic factors are therefore no longer the only factors governing
the need for materials.

The Need for a Materials Policy

The first implication of the existing situation is that both users

and producers must become "materials conscious". The

choice of materials now has to be closely related to the design

of increasingly sophisticated products and applications, reliability

requirements are more and more severe and all kinds of economic
and technical factors must be taken into account in order to

provide the optimum compromise. The increasing emphasis

which governments are likely to place on pollution abatement
will form an additional constraint.

A number of firms, especially in the advanced technologies such

(1) See Table.
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Materials in the Foreign Trade
of OECD Member Countries

Materials included are: crude rubber, wood shaped or

simply worked, cork, plastic materials, regenerated cellu¬
lose, artificial resins, leather, paper, paperboard, textiles
(textiles, yarn and thread, cotton fabrics, and fabrics
other than cotton), lime, cement, clay construction mate¬
rials, refractory construction materials, other building
materials, glass, iron, steel, non-ferrous metals.

Country Imports CIF Exports FOB

Australia (2)
Austria

Belgium- Luxembourg
Canada

Denmark

Finland

France

Germany
Greece

Iceland

Ireland

Italy
Japan
Netherlands

Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden

Switzerland

Turkey

United Kingdom
United States

Yugoslavia

12.9

17.2

18.3

9.4

12.5

15.6

18.8

22.4

14.2

9.9

15.4

17.3

10.6

16.9

13.3

13.2

14.6

16.9

15.5

13.3

16.8

16.5

20

7.9

34.5

28.7

23

4.9

41.7

17.4

15.1

16.7

4.9

14.1

24.8

16.7

48.3

19

6.4

25.7

8.1

4.1

14.4

9.1

23.4

A verage 16.4 16.9

(2) Trade with other OECD Member countries only.

as nuclear energy, space and electronics are already materials
conscious; some more traditional sectors should follow their

example.

The next step is to recognise that materials are an important issue

for governments too. For instance, the stimulation of technolo¬

gical innovation is a major government preoccupation in all
countries and most innovations in fact call for materials inno¬

vations. In OECD countries expenditure on materials R & D is

at least 10 per cent, and up to 25 per cent of the gross national

expenditure for R & D in some cases. The importance of

communication between industrial firms, university laboratories

and government establishments is recognised and should be

promoted by governments. Governments also have a respon¬
sibility in the training of a new kind of materials specialists and

engineers. Social needs health, transport and the conser¬

vation of the environment loom so large that no private insti¬

tution can be expected to tackle them. Finally, governments
must continue to be active in areas with an important materials

component, such as consumer protection.

Nothing short of a national materials policy can deal with the

major materials issues arising in advanced technology, economic

progress, socio-political questions, the training of materials

engineers and scientists, and the conservation of the environment.

Elements of a National Materials Policy

In formulating its own national materials policy each country

will have to take into account strictly local conditions differing

widely from one country to another: internal natural resources,

the economic situation, industrial structure. Such a policy

should not infer systematic and ubiquitous government inter¬
vention. But some problems are central to a national materials

policy and some elements are important in any such policy,
regardless of country.

The essential role of a national materials policy is to

identify the relationships between materials and national

objectives and to translate national objectives into materials
objectives

establish priorities among the various materials objectives

take any necessary measures legal, fiscal, financial to

attain these materials objectives.

Such a policy should be designed to prompt and multiply

innovation in materials and to prevent them, from beginning to

end of their life cycle, from becoming a source of excessive and

irreversible degradation of the environment. It should also be

related to policies in other sectors: the economy, health, trans¬

port, the environment and energy, for example.

The following are some of the features which should form part

of a materials policy:

The continuing review of the whole materials scene including
sources of raw materials, supply, demand and disposal of mate¬

rials, basic and applied research, etc.

The provision of machinery for co-ordinating government

sectoral programmes and policies relating to the various aspects

of materials. This is vitally necessary to minimise the risk of

conflicting action being taken by the various ministries and other

public bodies and to achieve optimum utilisation of the extremely

high expenditures involved.

The stimulation of innovation in materials and the industrial

use of new developments in the field for social as well as econo¬
mic needs.

Dissemination of information of all kinds (scientific, technical,

economic, etc.) to the various members of the "materials commu¬

nity".

Improvement in communications between all concerned

(industry, universities, government bodies, etc.).

Improved education of materials scientists and engineers.

A national materials policy should aim at a balance between the

short and long term. Forecasting should therefore be a feature.

Furthermore, the formulation of a national materials policy should

be a continuing exercise, adapting itself to developments.

Since all aspects of the field of materials are interrelated, there

is need for a single body which would review all national mater¬

ials policy problems; in some countries a body with executive

responsibilities may be preferred, whereas in others an advisory

body would be a better approach. Such a body should include

representatives of all the institutions involved : producers and

users of materials, universities, government agencies.

Even though the need for a national materials policy is felt, the

OECD Advisory Group concludes, there is a wide lack of general

experience and comprehensive approach. Considerable advan¬

tages could be obtained from sharing the experience of various

countries. Some problems, moreover, such as that of natural

resources, are essentially international, and for that reason OECD

could provide a framework within which all these aspects could
be studied.
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Internal Prospects and Problems

The recovery of demand and output in the OECD area has now become clear. Output in the seven major
OECD countries is estimated to have been rising at an annual rate of some five per cent in the first half
of this year, not far from the average performance of the past decade (see Table 1 ) . Over the next twelve
months expansion may exceed six per cent, overtaking the medium-term potential growth rate and enabling
a reduction of unemployment. The recovery seems more firmly established in North America than in
Europe and Japan. But in a number of countries there is increasing evidence that the turning point has
been passed, although there may be one or two cases where further expansionary action may be appropriate.

The margin of slack in the OECD area was large by the end of last year, with unemployment very high
in a number of countries (Table 2). In a few cases, particularly the United Kingdom, there may have
been a structural labour cc shake-out ", but in most countries the problem is essentially cyclical and excess
unemployment should be reabsorbed as they return to fuller levels of capacity utilisation. While the move¬
ment should now be in the right direction, it is likely to take some time for the process to be completed.
Thus if as an arithmetical example productive capacity in the area as a whole is growing at some
five per cent per annum, and output at 6 to 6 1/2 per cent, it would take around two years for the existing
slack to be absorbed.

The situation, however, varies greatly from country to country. Except in the few countries where recovery
is hesitant and slack is still very high, it is doubtful whetherfurther expansionary action would be appropriate.

(Continued on page 20.)
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The forecasts in the tables and charts were prepared before the
decision, announced on 23rd June, to allow the pound sterling

to float. Any depreciation of sterling in the exchange market
would be likely next year, though not immediately to

improve the United Kingdom current balance-of-payments as

compared with these forecasts, and to strengthen somewhat the
trend of demand and output in the United Kingdom. Any effect
on other countries would be small, and widely diffused among

many. No substantial revision to the forecasts for other coun¬
tries is therefore called for on this account.

From From

Table 1 previous year previous hal: -year

Growth of real GNP in
1970 1971 1972 1971

I II

1972

I II

1973

I

seven major countries

Percentage changes

Seasonally adjusted
at annual rates

Estimates and forecasts

United Kingdom"
United States

France"

Germany

2.2

-0.6

5.8

5.5

1.7

2.7

5.1

2.8

H

5

2

-1.3

3.7

4.1

5.2

6.4

3.6

5.6

-2.1

i

4

6

5

j4

6Î
5

31

41
6

51

4.

Italy" 5.0 1.2 3^->4 -0.1 3.4 n 51 6

Canada 3.3 5.4 J_f 6.1 6.2 5i 61 6i

Japan 10.2 6.1 61 7.2 5.4 6 81 9

a) GDP.

b) 1970 weights and exchange rates. Total of above countries '' 2.4 3.2 5 3.8 3.7 5 61 6

1969 1970 1971 1970 1971

Table 2 1 11 I II

Unemployment indicators ir
selected OECD countries Unemployment rates

Per cent of civilian labour United Kingdom" 2.2 2.3 3.0 2.4 2.5 2.7 3.2

force, seasonally adjusted United States 3.5 4.9 5.9 4.5 5.5 6.0 5.9

France6 1.6 1.7 2.1 1.5 1.9 2.0 2.1

Germany 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.8

Italy 3.4 3.2 3.2 3.0 3.3 3.1 3.2

Belgium 2.3 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.9

Netherlands 1.6 1.2 1.7 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.9

Canada 4.7 5.9 6.4 5.5 6.5 6.4 6.5

Japan 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.3

Australia 1.1 1.0 1.4 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.5

Sweden 1.7 1.5 2.1 1.4 1.5 1.9 2.2

o) Great Britain. Ratio : unemployed-jobs vacant
b) Adjusted to take into account the

extension of the National Employment United Kingdom" 1.9 2.2 4.2 2.1 2.3 3.5 5.0

Agencies. France 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.6 3.0 2.7 2.8

Sources: Various national sources; Germany 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4

OECD, Main Economic Indicators
Secretariat estimates.

and

Japan 0.8 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.8 1.0

Table 3
Average
1958-59

From previous

year

From previous

half-year

GNP deflators

Percentage changes; seasonally

to

1968-69

1970 1971 1972 1971

I II

1972

I II

1973

I

adjusted at annual rates.
Estimates and forecasts. United Kingdom" 3.3 7.1 9.0 7 9.9 7.4 6i 71 I1

' 4

United States 2.2 5.5 4.6 3J 5.3 2.7 41 n 1i

France" 4.1 5.6 5.0 51 5.2 5.1 5i 5i 5

Germany 2.9 7.3 7.7 51 7.9 7.7 5i 41 31

Italy" 3.8 6.7 6.8 4i 8.5 4.2 41 41- n

Canada 2.6 4.1 3.4 4 3.6 4.1 4 4 4

Japan 4.6 6.9 4.4 41 2.4 5.5 4i 3^
-"4 41

Total of above countries6 2.8 6.0 5.3 41 5.6 4.2 4| 4 4i-

Other OECD& 4.0 6.0 7.5 H
a) GDP.

b) Weighted by 1970 GNP
exchange rates.

at 1970
Total OECD6

Of which: Europe''
3.0

3.7

6.0

6.5

5.6

7.2 6
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Perhaps the major lesson that can be drawn in the field of demand
management from recent experience is that traditional fiscal and
monetary tools are slow to act. "Fine tuning" has led to disap¬

pointing results in many economies; and action designed to be
countercyclical has sometimes proved procyclical because of lags

both in implementation and in the effects on the economy. In

seeking to achieve full employment, it will be important to avoid
policies that would only accelerate expansion too late in the cycle

when, with full employment already being reached, expansion
should be coming down towards the normal capacity growth rate.

It is clear that past measures to deal with inflation are now having
an impact: these measures include both demand restraints and
more direct measures taken by many countries in recent years.

Prices in the OECD area as a whole seem to be increasing now at

some 4-4% per cent, compared with 5%-6 per cent over the
last two years (Table 3). This progress is encouraging. Never¬
theless the rate of inflation is in many cases significantly higher

than in previous periods of slack demand conditions. While the
elimination of excess demand is a necessary condition for reducing

inflation, it is not necessarily a sufficient one. Governments have

increasingly had recourse to direct intervention in prices and
incomes which, in the right demand conditions, may be a useful

tool of anti-inflationary policy (see page 29). But even with

sound demand management and skilful use of controls, a problem
of inflation may still remain. Countries should now be in a

favourable position to make further progress against inflation,

taking advantage of the opportunity provided by the present

early stage of the cyclical upswing when cost increases tend to be

dampened by rapid productivity gains.

Inflation is, in part, a by-product of some of the most fundamental

of society's unresolved problems for example, questions of
income distribution, and incompatible claims by society for both

public services and private consumption. There are other ele¬
ments of the economic and social system, involving structural and

sectoral questions, into which policy may also have to delve more

deeply if reasonable price stability is to be restored. Reform in
any of these areas raises difficult political problems. While

emergency measures may be needed in some cases, not all the

problems can be solved by sweeping short-term action.

Prospects for Inlcriialioiinl
ftty hhmiIs Equ i 1 i foriu in

The sterling crisis has come only six months after the conclusion

of the Smithsonian Agreement. Developments in a single country

are not, however, grounds for expecting a breakdown of the

agreement as a whole. The experience of last autumn demon¬

strated that, when faced with a multilateral exchange-rate problem,

governments were able to draw on an objective analysis of the
situation, based on the evidence available at the time, and reach

an agreement in which, as it was said, "there were no winners

and no losers". This should provide confidence that, in the

period ahead, governments will see to it that the essence of the

Smithsonian Agreement is maintained; that exchange rates will

continue to be based on underlying trends; and that the pattern

of exchange rates will continue to be such as to accomplish a

restoration of the external position of the United States, which

was the main object of the Agreement.

The effective exchange-rate adjustments made last December were

in some cases sizeable (see Table 4). It was recognised from the

outset that the restoration of the United States balance of payments
was bound to take some years; and that, in the meantime, there

Table 4

Effective changes in exchange rates

Per cent

Compared with par values

existing on 1st May 1971

Central rates Average

established on spot rates

18th Dec. 1971 April-May 1972

United States -9 -10

Japan 11 121

Germany 51 61

United Kingdom 1 0

France -1 0

Italy -1 -2

Canada -31 -3

Belgium-Luxembourg 21 3

Netherlands 21 2

Switzerland 4 21

Sweden -1 -2

would be, as in other exchange adjustments, a difficult interim

period before the results came through.

The reasons for this, so far as current balances are concerned,
were twofold:

parity changes are normally followed in the short run by a

perverse development of the trade balance: the impact on the

terms of trade (which move in the "wrong" direction) is much

quicker than the volume effects of the parity change (which go in

the "right" direction):

relative cyclical positions have exerted, and will continue to

exert during the next twelve months, an unfavourable influence

on the balance of payments of the majo r deficit country the

United States and a positive one on the major surplus coun¬
try Japan.

Thus, as foreseen in the last Economic Outlook (1) balance-of-

payments movements in the first months of the year were not, in

many cases, in the direction of better equilibrium (Chart A and
Tables 5 and 6). Satisfactory balance-of-payments positions on

current account will clearly take time to be reached. But the

exchange-rate changes should from now on begin to have positive

effects. At the same time, the disparity between demand condi¬

tions in different countries should also begin to be narrowed.

Both tendencies should be to the advantage of the United States
balance on current account. Though estimates of the ultimate

effects of the currency realignment are inevitably uncertain, the

final outcome seems still likely to be in line with the intentions

behind the realignment.

Before the Agreement, there had been massive outflows of capital
from the United States. Disappointment was expressed during

the first months of this year at the apparent failure of capital to
flow back to the United States. One important factor was that,

initially, the level of interest rates in the United States contributed
to discourage capital inflows. The situation changed considerably
when short-term interest rates rose in the United States and when

the exchange rates of most major currencies relative to the dollar

(\) See OECD Observer N° 55, December 1971.
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A.TRADE balances in value and in volume
In S billion, valued at current prices and at 1970 prices (1 )

Adjusted loi seasonal variations at annual rates

United States

I «

P «

U

I 1

Germany

1 1 ! I	1 ' -I	à

United Kingdom

2 -

Italy

Canada

M	1

1970

J.

1 :1

i

France

1 I m I I I
* «

-

-

1 1 1

a	 ,1 i m
0 0

OECD. area with non-O. E.C.D. area

I

I ill	i__J	I ! I

1971 1972 1973 1970 1971 1972

1. To obtain the volume figures, exports and imports in dollar value have benn deflated by

Indices of average values In terms of U.S. dollars (1970 = 100). The results for individual

countries were altered marginally to make them consistent with a separate calculation of the

O. E.C.D. area's trade balance in real terms with the non-O. E.C.D. area.

value [ie current $ prices)

WSfc In volume (re 1970 S prices)

1973
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1970 From previous From previous half-year
Table 5 35 year 1971 1972 1973

bill. 1971 1972 I II 1 11 I

Foreign trade of the
OECD area"

Per cent changes, seasonally
Volume

adjusted annual rates Imports 5.5 81 4.4 5.3 91 n 10}
Estimates and forecasts. Exports

Average value

In terms of local currencies

5.7 n 6.1 4.4 91 n 9}

Imports 3.4 1* 5.5 1.3 1
i 3} 3

Exports 3.3 lf 4.1 2.1 3

4 4} 4

In terms of U.S. %

Imports 5.6 8* 6.1 8.0 105 31 3

Exports 5.5 81 4.7 8.8 ni 4i 4

Value in U.S. $

Total trade b

Imports 209.1 11.4 17* 10.9 13.6 21 131 14

Exports 214.5 11.5 m 11.1 13.8 211 12i 131

Intra-OECD

Exports 156.4 11.6 19 11.9 12.6 24| 14 141

Extra-OECD

Imports 52.6 10.5 121 6.7 15.8 Ill 111 10}

a) Adjusted for the statistical discre

Exports 58.1 11.3 12} 12.6 9.6 131 11* 9}

pancy in the recording of intra-OECD trade. Memorandum item :

and for the timing effects of the Canadian
strikes (late 1969). the General Motors Total trade in SDR units6
strike (late 1970) and the United States
dock strikes (1971-72).

Imports 9.6 10 11.7 5', 11 131 14
/)) Including trade with unspecified

origins/destinations. Exports 9.6 10 12.8 5i HI 12} '131

stabilised within the upper half of the band (see Chart B). It
seems that the United States balance on official settlements was

in surplus from mid-March to mid-June. Since the basic deficit
remained large, there must have been a substantial back flow of

short-term capital to the United States. The movement must

have been interrupted in the second half June; and it would be

too optimistic to expect speculative interruptions to be avoided in
future. But the underlying monetary factors should still be

working in favour of a continued return flow to the United States.

TheBalanee-of-Paymente
Situation of I ho Lui led kingdom

The United Kingdom current balance appears to have remained

in significant surplus in the first half of this year, though the

surplus has been very much smaller than last year. The trade

account for the first five months of this year shows a large deter¬

ioration. The figures were affected unfavourably by special
factors, such as the miners' strike in February and the dock

strikes around the turn of the year in the United States and it is

impossible at present to make any close estimate of how serious
these unfavourable factors were. But any reasonable allowance

would still indicate a marked deterioration in the underlying

position.

Allowance also needs to be made for the fact that there is now a

considerable margin of unemployed resources in the United

Kingdom, and that re-establishment of a reasonably high level of

demand would worsen the balance of payments. These kinds of
calculations, however, should also take into account the fact that

many of the United Kingdom's trading partners also have now
unusual margins of unemployed resources, that they too aim to
restore reasonably full employment, and that this would improve

the United Kingdom's current account. The viability of the

United Kingdom position therefore needs to be assessed on an
estimate of what it would be on reasonable long-run assumptions

about demand conditions both in the United Kingdom and in

other countries. The net cyclical adjustment that should be made

to the United Kingdom figures in 1972 and 1973 appears to be
rather small.

On a fully cyclically-adjusted basis, and after allowance for

temporary unfavourable factors, the UK current account in the
first half year may therefore have been running at a surplus of

around $% billion at an annual rate. The long-term capital
account of the United Kingdom has oscillated between outflows

of $ Y2 to 1 billion during the last few years. The underlying
position on basic (current and long-term capital) account in the
first half year may still therefore have been close to equilibrium.

But if the United Kingdom balance-of-payments results to date
have not shown themselves as radically unsatisfactory, the trend

has undoubtedly been towards steady and appreciable weakening.

The value of exports has continued to increase but only because
of a continued rise in export prices. The volume of exports has
shown a fall since the middle of last year, whereas the value, and

volume, of imports have continued to grow. British export
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B. EXCHANGE RATE DEVELOPMENTS

POUND sterling
3-month forward rate

7
IPPfR BAND
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Table 6

Current balances

Seasonally adjusted

I. IN BILLIONS OF U.S. DOLLARS

a) Transactions with all
countries.

b) Secretariat estimates on a
transactions basis.

c) Adjusted as far as possible
for inconsistencies of recording.

./) For the purposes of this
table, the modification of the
exchange rate between the U.S.
dollar and the SDR unit is

regarded as having taken place
steadily between 15th August
and 19th December, 1971.

1970 1971 1972
1971

I II

1972

I II

1973

I

United Kingdom
United States

1.47

0.44

2.32

-2.77

0.60

-4.00

0.88

-0.45

1.44

-2.32

0.30

-2.40

0.30

-1.60

0.05

-1.30

France8

Germany

Italy

Belgium-Luxembourg6
Netherlands

-0.15

0.68

0.76

0.75

-0.47

0

0.12

1.85

0.25

-0.17

0.20

0.40

2.90

0.40

0.30

-0.20

0.18

0.41

0.05

-0.11

0.20

-0.06

1.44

0.20

-0.06

0.05

0.60

1.45

0.25

0.10

0.15

-0.20

1.45

0.15

0.20

0.15

-0.35

1.55

0.15

0.30

Total EEC 1.57 2.05 4.20 0.33 1.70 2.45 1.75 1.80

Canada

Japan
Australia

1.03

1.97

-0.88

0.22

5.90

-0.90

-1.00

6.80

-0.85

0.40

2.36

-0.43

-0.18

3.54

-0.47

-0.50

3.45

-0.40

-0.50

3.35

-0.45

-0.50

3.15

-0.45

Other OECD North

Other OECD South

-1.40

-0.29

-1.15

0.60

-0.30

0.80

-0.45

0.25

-0.70

0.35

-0.20

0.35

-0.10

0.45

-0.10

0.40

Total OECD 3.91 6.30 6.25 2.90 3.40 3.05 3.20 3.05

OECD area's balance with rest of

world6 7 H 91 41- 5 4* 4| 4|

II. IN BILLIONS OF SDR UNITS*

1970 1971 1972
1971

I II

1972

1 II

1973

I

United Kingdom 1.47 2.27 0.60 0.88 1.39 0.30 0.30 0.05

United States 0.44 -2.69 -3.70 -0.45 -2.24 -2.20 -1.50 -1.20

France* -0.15 0 0.20 -0.20 0.20 0.05 0.15 0.15

Germany 0.68 0.12 0.35 0.18 -0.06 0.55 -0.20 -0.30

Italy 0.76 1.80 2.70 0.41 1.39 1.35 1.35 1.45

Belgium-Luxembourg0 0.75 0.25 0.35 0.05 0.20 0.20 0.15 0.15

Netherlands -0.47 -0.17 0.30 -0.11 -0.06 0.10 0.20 0.30

Total EEC 1.57 2.00 3.90 0.33 1.65 2.25 1.65 1.75

Canada 1.03 0.23 -0.90 0.40 -0.17 -0.45 -0.45 -0.45

Japan 1.97 5.79 6.25 2.36 3.42 3.15 3.10 2.90

Australia -0.88 -0.88 -0.75 -0.43 -0.45 -0.35 -0.40 -0.40

Other OECD North -1.40 -1.10 -0.30 -0.45 -0.65 -0.20 -0.10 -0.10

Other OECD South -0.29 0.60 0.70 0.25 0.35 0.30 0.40 0.35

Total OECD 3.91 6.20 5.80 2.90 3.30 2.80 3.00 2.90

OECD area's balance with rest of

worldc 7 9} 9 4i 4* 4} 4i 4i

prices have been rising appreciably more rapidly than those of
the United Kingdom's competitors, and on this basis, the favour¬

able effect of the 1967 devaluation would appear to have been
approximately neutralised. In terms of unit labour costs, the

trend in the United Kingdom appears less unfavourable compared

with that in other countries. The course of costs and prices may

well reflect temporary factors. But a fair judgment may be that

the competitive position of the United Kingdom has been eroded
by domestic inflation.

Forecasts made before the decision of 23rd June, and thus without

taking account of the possibility of a change in the exchange-rate,
suggest a continuing deterioration in the United Kingdom current

account (Table 7). Most of this prospective deterioration is to be

attributed to the delayed effects of inflationary developments

which have already taken place but which have not yet appeared
in full in the figures of UK export performance. Over the

18-month period to the first half of 1973, the cyclically-adjusted

current accoLint is shown as moving from moderate surplus

to approximate balance. By the same token, the basic account
must be assumed to move from something near equilibrium
in the first half of this year to a deficit of perhaps $ Y2 billion by the
first half of next year.

But the forecasts have now to take account ofchanges in the exchange

rate. The loss of competitivity to be expected from inflationary

developments which have already occurred but which have not
yet been reflected in the balance of payments would probably be
offset by a relatively small depreciation from the central rate

established last December. In view of the uncertainties, no very
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Table 7

United Kingdom balance of payments

Estimates and forecasts, seasonally adjusted annual rates

1971

I II

1972

1 II

1973

I

% billion

Trade balance 0.23 1-24 -1 -1 -n

Current balance 1.76 2.89 1 1 0

Current balance

adjusted for strike
effects and

cyclical factors 1-1* 1-1 o-i

Percentage change from previous half-year

Exports0

Value6 14.5 22.5 8 1 12 9

Volume 7.3 11.1 -7 1 7* 41

Imports"

Value6 10.2 12.1 25 1 13 15

a) Customs basis. b) In U.S. dollars.

precise forecast of the UK balance-of-payments can usefully be
made at the moment. To the extent that the exchange-rate does

show a depreciation, next year's balance-of-payments on current

account will probably show a smaller deterioration than suggested
in Table 7 even though the initial terms-of-trade effects of such a

depreciation of sterling could well result, temporarily, in a some¬
what less favourable outcome during the second half of this year.

Implications for I hoWorking of the
International Monetary System

The full lessons to be learnt from the British decision to adopt,

for a temporary period, a floating exchange rate regime will
require time to absorb. But it is already clear that even though,

as is to be hoped, the move has only a limited impact on other

countries' exchange-rate policy, there will be important impli¬

cations of a general nature regarding the future international

monetary system.

In the reform of the system, the need is to ensure a proper balance

between the rights and obligations of the countries taking part.
On the one hand, countries must be given enough room for

manoeuvre to enable them to follow domestic policies suited to

their particular circumstances. But, at the same time, the system
should provide countries with strong inducements to take proper

account of the impact of their policies on other countries, and to
make their contribution to the maintenance of non-inflationary

expansion in the world economy as a whole. Both sides of this

equation are important. If the external monetary constraints are
too rigid, countries will be too often tempted to break the rules

of the game, in respect either of trade or investment, or of the
rules of the international monetary system itself. If, on the other
hand, the external constraints are too lax and there is not enough

discipline in the system, there is a danger of beggar-thy-neighbour

policies; in the Thirties this led to the export of unemployment,
but in today's world it might be as likely to lead to the generation
of inflation.

The problem of countries' rights and obligations arises parti¬
cularly in respect of exchange-rate changes. The last few years

have seen, only too clearly, that for a country to cling to an

unrealistic exchange-rate is neither in its own interests, nor in

those of the international community as a whole. The difficulty

of the negotiations leading up to the Smithsonian Agreement also

forcefully underlined the fact that each country's exchange-rate
is of direct interest to other countries, and that each country must

act within the framework of a collectively accepted pattern of

international trade and payments. There is, thus, a wide measure

of agreement that, in future, exchange-rate changes should be
smaller and more timely; but that they should at the same time

reflect only changes in countries' underlying competitive positions
i.e. that they should not be made in response to temporary

factors such as purely cyclical fluctuations in demand pressures,

nor in response to volatile [capital movements whether as a
result of differentials or of speculation.

But while the objective of smaller and more timely exchange-rate

changes is rather generally agreed, there are widely differing views
as to how it might best be achieved in practice particularly given

the large and growing volume of international funds ready to

move in response to changing interest-rate differentials and

exchange-rate expectations. The recent sterling crisis illustrates
vividly how extremely powerful such forces can be. The direction

of speculative forces on this occasion may be judged, in some

part at least, to have corresponded to the underlying competitive
trend, but it would be sanguine to expect this always to be the case.

Speculation against a currency may be started off by adverse
trends in a country's balance-of-payments and thus, indirectly, by

a specially adverse inflationary trend in the country concerned.

The recent speculation against sterling may have been influenced
by the inflationary trend more directly, and may thus have anti¬

cipated the future impact of continued inflation. Anticipation of
inflation in general is likely to add to the problem of controlling

it, and it is clear that any substantial depreciation in the British

rate of exchange, by increasing import costs, would reinforce the

internal cost/price spiral. This is a powerful reason, among

several others, for hoping that any depreciation of sterling will

be kept to limited proportions. It is therefore reassuring that
the United Kingdom authorities have taken steps to minimise

capital outflows in present circumstances. But the value of the
pound in foreign exchange markets will undoubtedly also be
influenced by developments in wages and prices. This underlines

the importance of further progress to bring the inflationary trend
under control. Many other countries are faced with an infla¬

tionary problem; but balance-of-payments considerations make
the problem particularly acute in the United Kingdom.
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INFLATION AND
THE SERVICE SECTOR

In all OECD countries, prices in the service sector have been rising more rapidly than other prices.
To what extent, if any, should this be interpreted as indicating that the service sector is

particularly responsible for inflation ? A brief study by OECD's Economics and Statistics Department
which appears in the current issue of Economic Outlook examines the evidence.

Its main findings:

In terms of simple arithmetic, price rises in the service sector

have accounted for a large part between 55 and 75 per cent
using the GNP price deflator as a measure of the total rise in the
prices of goods and services over the last decade. This figure
may be exaggerated because it includes the public sector for which
statistical techniques are not satisfactory.

But this is not in itself evidence that the service sector is particu¬

larly responsible for inflation. The larger price rises that occur
in the service sector are to be recognised as a long-run structural

feature of our economies, following from the fact that productivity

gains in many service industries tend to be smaller than elsewhere
while incomes tend to rise in line with those in the rest of the

economy. Since productivity growth differs between sectors,
while incomes tend to increase at comparable rates, it is inevitable
that some sectors will account for more of the price rise than their

weight in the total economy.

It may be asked whether, within the general acceleration of
inflation in recent years in the OECD area, the acceleration of
service prices has been more pronounced than for goods? The
answer is a tentative no which however "might need modification

in the light of more detailed research". Several tests were used,
one of them shown in chart page 28.

This shows that in the United Kingdom and the United States
the rise in services as a whole and in the individual service indus¬

tries is strikingly parallel (the slope of the line is similar) to that
of goods as a whole and to the individual sectors within the cate¬
gory "goods". For Japan and Italy on the other hand, the per¬
formance has been very disparate. What is common to all four

countries is the absence of any systematic tendency for the acce

leration of inflation to have been characterised by a relatively

greater acceleration of service prices than goods prices.

Although in volume terms, services seem to have about maintained
their share in total output, the service sector in all countries
has been increasing in importance in national product in terms

of current prices : it now accounts for between 40 and 60 per cent
of GDP (gross domestic product). Since the price increases of
the services are higher than for goods, the fact that the weight of
services in the economy is becoming greater could lead to an acce¬
leration of inflation, and OECD's economists have attempted to

measure the possible importance of this factor. Their conclusions
are that because the shift to the services has been so gradual, the

effect is very minor compared to the overall acceleration of the
rate of inflation a mere .02 per cent per annum as against the

acceleration of the general price rise for the total OECD area

from a 3 per cent average for the Sixties to around 6 per cent in
1970 and 1971. Even over a long period the effect would not be
severe.

The pace of wage bargaining is generally not set in the service
sector many parts of which are little organised by labour unions.

The public sector is more highly organised but its unions have,
with some exceptions, concentrated mainly on preventing a widen¬

ing of pay differentials between themselves and the private sector.
(Denmark would appear to be one of the relatively rare examples

in which low paid public sector workers have a leadership role

in the wage determination process.) On the contrary, the pace
of wage bargaining in most industrialised countries is mainly set
in the high productivity growth manufacturing industries and, in
a few countries, in the construction industry.

Although the industries of the service sector are among the "shel-

SHARE OF THE SERVICE SECTOR IN G.D.PVAND G.N. P. PER HEAD
IN 13 COUNTRIES, 1958-60 AND 1967-69
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GROWTH OF PRICES OF GOODS AND SERVICES

IN PERIODS OF HIGH AND LOW PRICE INCREASES
Annual aveiage per cent change

Beginnings of lines Annual average price increases during the first period (slow inflation) Ends of lines: Annual average price increases during the second period (more rapid inllalion)

UNITED STATES UNITED KINGDOM

GOODS SERVICES GOODS SERVICES

- 8 12

C 10

2 6

1 b

G lit) OS AND SERVICES .GOODS AND SERVICES

1960-65 1965-69 1960-65 1965-69

Source: Report to the National Commission on Productivity

by the Council of Economic Advisers Inflation Alert August 1970

ITALY

1965-67 1969-71 1965-67

Source: Monthly Digest of Statistics

JAPAN

I Redding iec.ci..un goods

1969-71

1966-68 1968-70 1966-68 1968-70 1965-68 1968-71 1965-68 1968-71

Sources: Annuano Statistico, 1970, Bollewno Mensile di Statistics, 1971. Source: Japanese authorities
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tered" industries, this does not necessarily mean that they are the
most inefficient: there is considerable variation as between the

component industries. The public utilities for example show
above-average labour productivity growth and below average

price increases. The construction industry on the other hand,
an important determinant of rents, has, almost universally, below

average productivity growth and above average price rises. Inef-
ficiences in some services in some countries are attributable to

inflationary wage bargaining methods and discordant technical

regulations. For personal services house repairs, entertain¬

ment, etc. price rises are relatively high and productivity growth
low, but competition especially in the form of substitution of

goods for services (television replacing entertainment, appliances

replacing the hairdresser, etc.) may be intense.

Measuring real output, prices and productivity is problematic

particularly in the public sector in administration, defence,

health and education especially. "It is difficult" the report

concludes "to distinguish between the true inflation of prices in

the public sector and that part of the apparent price rise that

may be due to the inability of statistical techniques to quantify

productivity gains and quality advance".

Among the other statistical evidence in OECD's study on

inflation and the service sector is an illustration of how ser¬

vices become more expensive relative to manufactured goods

as an economy develops.

Taking two items haircuts and a small car the study shows

that in 1970 for the price of a small car:

4,000 haircuts could be had in Portugal ;

2,400 haircuts could be had in United Kingdom ;
1 ,200 haircuts could be had in Sweden ;

700 haircuts could be had in United Slates ;

The Importance for Policy
From these and other findings, the report draws several policy

implications.

Although overall it would not seem justifiable to attribute a

particular responsibility for inflation to the service sector, there

are reasons to believe that productivity and price performance

in certain branches of the service sector for example health

leave room for improvement. Particular problems occur in the

distribution sector in some countries, in the construction industry
and several others.

It is just as important if not more so in approaching the

problem of inflation at the sectoral level to pay attention to the
wage and price determination processes in the high productivity

growth sectors. Comparable rates of wage increase but differing

rates of productivity growth as between sectors have been, and seem

likely to continue to be, permanent features ofour economies. Wage

settlements in the fast productivity growth sectors must therefore

be reasonably consistent with the productivity performance of

the economy as a whole; otherwise an undesirably rapid rise in

the average price level is inevitable. Moreover, the forces that

have led to high levels of wage settlement in fast productivity

growth industries (forces relating to business concentration, capi¬

tal/wage cost ratios, labour bargaining power, etc.) are probably

continuing to develop.

RECENTEXPERIENCE
WITHPRICE CONTROL

The last year has seen a widespread recourse to price control in the OECD area. In fact only Australia,
Germany, Ja.pan and Switzerland (\ ) have not made use of some form of price control or restraint. An

analysis of this recent experience, and of the lessons to be drawn, appears in the Economic Outlook.

Although the results have been mixed, in quite a number of

cases it is felt that price freeze or restraint programmes

have made a useful contribution to anti-inflationary policy.

For some OECD Members Belgium, Denmark, Iceland, Fin¬

land, France, the Netherlands, Norway and Spain use of price

control during the last two years is an extension of past experience

since these countries are "regular practitioners" of price control.

For others, like the United States, use of generalised controls

represents a break with a long tradition of non-intervention.

Varied Approaches
The practice of price control differs in important respects from

country to country. Thus in Canada and the United Kingdom

price restraint schemes have been voluntary while in other coun¬
tries Denmark, Iceland, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and

the United States the recent freezes have been legally enforcable

(although certain types of products were exempted imports,
increases due to the impact of higher indirect taxes, etc.).

The circumstances prompting resort to price freezes or controls
have also varied in important respects. For example in a number

of the smaller European countries (the Netherlands, Norway,

Sweden) recent price initiatives have been part of complex policies

designed to deal with multiple problems excess demand, in¬

creases in import prices, the introduction of value added taxes

and pay negotiations.

Timing strategy has also differed. One approach has been to

apply the freeze during the period of high demand pressures so

that restrictive demand management would have to play a less

dominant role in stabilisation policy. Another approach is to

use price control after excess demand has been removed to shorten

the phase of cost-push inflation at the end of the cycle. In some

cases the timing of price controls has been affected by the schedule

of wage negotiations.

Price control (short of a complete freeze) has been implemented

in various ways through the use of target rates of price increase,
through controlling the pass through of increased wage costs into

higher prices, or a combination of the two. Control has been

(I) These four governments have direct responsibility for some prices for
example in agriculture and the public sector. One Australian state Southern
Australia has had price control for many years, and another Western
Australia created legal powers for such control in 1972.
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exerted at the level of the individual firm, each price request being
subject to scrutiny, and at the level of the industrial branch.

These differences in approach can be seen from a few examples:

In the Confederation of British Industries' price restraint pro¬

gramme, firms undertook for the year ending in July 1972 to do
their "utmost" to avoid price rises and to limit unavoidable
increases to 5 per cent or less. Each firm has been free to judge
what its contribution to fighting inflation should be in light of

its productivity, costs and profitability.

The French system has concentrated on control at the level of the
industrial branch. Under the recent "contrats anti-hausse" the

government negotiated, with the representatives of each industry,

collective contracts specifying permissible price increases.

The United States Government after a three month price freeze

beginning in August 1971 introduced what it calls Phase Two. A

target has been set to bring the rate of price increase down to

between 2 y2 and 3 per cent by the end of 1972. Under Phase
Two a Price Commission is responsible for controlling the price
increases of individual firms, partly by using a criterion which

limits the extent to which wage increases, themselves subject to

regulation by a Pay Board, should be passed on into prices. For

administrative purposes enterprises have been grouped by size
into three categories (Tiers 1, 2 and 3). Prior agreement for

increases has to be sought for the 1,500 largest firms in Tier 1.
The administrative mechanism is less exacting for smaller firms.

The Results

For the OECD countries as a group, the report notes that almost

all the price freezes have resulted in shortlived price stability or

a marked slowdown in the rate of price increase, often lasting up to
three and sometimes six months or slightly more. In addition

restraint programmes of medium severity have achieved some clear

results (France, United Kingdom).

When the freeze continued longer, prices have tended to increase

(or increase faster) towards the end of the period. In some cases,
this has reflected a deliberate decision to relax controls gradually

(as in the Netherlands and Sweden) rather than formally to an¬
nounce the end of a freeze as was done in the United States.

The amplitude of the surge in prices following the end of the freeze
has varied: in the United States it has been moderate, in the

Netherlands severe; other countries fall somewhere in between.

Three European countries Austria, Belgium and France avoided

a dramatic acceleration of prices during the years 1969-1971 when

other countries were experiencing acute difficulties. OECD's

study notes that the experience of the three is partly explained by

their relatively smooth real growth pattern, but also perhaps by

the fact that these countries have made active use of their price
control institutions.

LessensLearned

After a detailled case-by-case analysis the OECD study notes the

accomplishments and limitation of price controls as a means of

restraining inflation, concluding that "it would generally be agreed

that grandiose claims should not be made for the role of price
control in restraining inflation".

One of the merits of the price freeze seems to be that unlike

many acts of economic policy, it is well understood and often,

to judge from opinion surveys, quite popular.

Severe price controls can be maintained only for short periods
and cannot be expected to work successfully under conditions of
excess demand.

The restraints and freezes have been able to break into the wage-

price spiral and provide a period during which more fundamental
stabilisation measures could be prepared and implemented.

Price freezes and controls have been useful to some countries

in helping to absorb shocks caused by some external factor such

as devaluation (in the case of France for instance) or changes in

value added taxes (in Belgium, Norway and Sweden).

Some countries also consider that price control apparatus can
play a useful role over the longer run. The idea of having a per¬

manent apparatus which has a low profile in normal conditions but

intervenes selectively with short-term initiatives is discussed in the

report; illustrations of this in practice are found in some countries.
Price restraints can have some influence on wage determination.

In countries having wage-price indexation, this effect can be auto¬

matic. Otherwise the price controls can be used to influence the
climate in which wage negotiations take place. In Norway and

Sweden, for example, the tightening of price control in 1970 and

1971 was in part a prelude to the negotiation of national wage
bargains. When price control authorities examine whether a

wage increase should be passed on into prices, this may have an

effect on the wage bargaining posture of the firm or industrial
branch.

Permanent institutions for price control can provide one of the
means whereby the social partners may participate in the moni¬

toring and shaping of broader economic and social policies. Bel¬
gium provides an example. Price control is implemented jointly

by the Ministry of Economic Affairs (the Minister makes the

final decision on individual cases) and a 50-member tripartite

Commission on which are represented many of the key figures
in the country's industrial relations system.

Other examples of integration of the price control system into the

broad apparatus of prices and incomes policy exist (Austria and
Norway); in some cases the establishment of price control machi¬

nery has been stipulated by labour as a condition of entering into

or pursuing incomes policies.

Price control may be used though only a few present examples

could be adduced to assist structural reform and improve the

efficiency of resource utilisation.

The Problems to be Solved

If price controls are to be effective in other than the very short

run, it is important that the system of control be flexible enough to

bring pressure on prices without harming the resource allocation

function of the market mechanism. In particular, this requires

methods that take into account the differences in productivity

between sectors. In the United States, for example, the report
notes that the 2 % per cent price target of Phase Two would seem
to require price decreases in such fast productivity growth sectors
as automobiles and consumer durables.

Thus where price control agencies seek to apply target rates of

price increase, these rates have to be lower (or negative) for indus¬

tries benefitting from a rapid growth in productivity. If, on the

other hand, price control is exercised through controlling the

extent to which wage cost increases are passed through into prices,
then the fast productivity growth industries have to absorb higher
wage cost increases before putting up prices than in the case of
other industries.

The practical problem is to obtain effective leverage on the price
behaviour of large-scale manufacturing industries with high pro¬

ductivity growth. So far the report notes "it is not apparent that
any price control agency has been able to enforce a general price

decrease policy" in these industries. Most price control agencies,
however, are applying or developing policies that do attempt to

take into account productivity performance.
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NEW FIGURES ON
DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE

THE most important measure of

the financial help extended by

developed countries to developing
countries is that of net disbursements

of what we call official development

assistance. These are funds made available

by governments as grants or as loans at
concessional terms, primarily for deve¬

lopment purposes. These flows are the

only ones which can really be called
"aid" or "assistance".

For four years from 1967 through 1970

the amount of this assistance was stag¬

nant which means that the real value

declined because of price increases and

exchange rate changes.

It is therefore important that official deve¬

lopment assistance increased in 1971

not only in dollar terms (by $800 million

to $7.7 billion) but also in real terms, i.e.

taking account of the exchange rate

changes and price increases which

inflated the dollar figures. The real rise

amounted to about 5 per cent. Except

for 1967 this is the largest real increase

from one year to the next that has taken

place in the last ten years.

As a result, net official development

assistance as a percentage of gross

national product reversed a three year

decline, rising to 0.35 per cent of GNP.

Unfortunately this is still just half of the

UN target of 0.70 per cent of GNP

which has been accepted officially or

unofficially by the majority of DAC mem¬
bers.

In these GNP terms the biggest increases

were made by Sweden and Denmark

with the United Kingdom also doing

quite well. Belgium, Germany, Italy,

Norway, Portugal and the United States

also improved their performance, the

latter despite numerous crisis stories.

The increase in US official development

assistance as a percentage of gross

national product stopped a decline which

had been persistent since 1963.

What are the prospects for a continua¬

tion of this modest improvement in the

levels of official development assistance ?
Given what we know about the time it

takes to convert appropriations into

The latest data on development
assistance for the year 1971
have just been made available by
OECD's 17 Member Develop¬
ment Assistance Committee (1 ).

They are presented here by Am¬
bassador Edwin M. Martin,

Chairman of the DAC.

specific commitments and then into dis¬
bursements, it seems unlikely that the

percentage of gross national product
actually disbursed will rise very much
in the next few years although it may
do so to a modest extent; but the pic¬

ture could change if there were to be

a rapid increase in United States appro¬
priations, for their contribution still
accounts for a large share of the total.

As for the other countries, Belgium, the

Netherlands and Sweden are expected

to attain the 0.70 per cent figure by 1 975,

Denmark hopes to reach it shortly after¬
wards and Norway has stated that it
aims to raise its official development

assistance to 1 per cent of GNP by 1 978.

The policy of other DAC countries is to
raise their ODA substantially in the near

and medium term although without

necessarily reaching 0.70 per cent of
GNP.

From the point of view of the developing
countries, receipts of aid in 1 971 amount¬

ed to $4 per inhabitant compared with
a 1961 level of $3.65. Again this means

a decrease in real terms by at least 15

per centpartly as a result of rapid
population growth in these countries.

The other flows

Also of proven value for development

are the expenditures of the private volun¬
tary agencies and the net amount of
funds made available to the World Bank

and the Regional Banks through pri¬
vate purchases of their bonds. In 1 971 ,
both of these increased. Added to the

net official development assistance fig¬

ures, they brought the 1971 total of
these contributions to development to

over $9 billion or about $1 billion more
than in 1970.

But also, in 1971, which will be remem¬

bered as a crisis year for international

finance, a recession year for several

major developed economies, and as the
year of several important expropriation
actions by developing countries, net

private direct investments expanded subs¬
tantially.

Export credits, already at unexpectedly

high figures for several years, rose again

by 20 per cent. In part this represents

the prosperity of an increasing number

of developing countries, particularly the

successful exporters, and in part a conti¬

nued shortage of concessional money to

finance essential development projects.

In the latter case, some countries are pro¬

bably risking serious debt problems

unless they can achieve a high level of

exports in order to pay off the credits.

Total net flows of resources thus reached

a record level of over $18 billion, an

increase of 14 per cent in dollar terms

and about 7 per cent in real terms. As a

percentage of gross national product,
with 0.82 per cent this was about

four-fifths of the United Nations' target

of 1 per cent which has been accepted

by all DAC members. Without the

below-average United States' figures,
however, other DAC countries fell just

short of the 1 per cent target. Six of

them Australia, Belgium, France, the

Netherlands, Portugal and the United

Kingdom even exceeded the target as

they had in 1970.

Terms the interest rates and the matur¬

ities on which these public funds are

made available changed little in 1971,

(1) 16 of OECD's 23 countries are
members of the DAC Australia, Aus¬

tria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Nor¬
way, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, the
United Kingdom and the United States.
The European Economic Community is
also a member.
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THE TOTAL FLOW OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES FROM DAC COUNTRIES
TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND MULTILATERAL AGENCIES

1961 - 1971
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though there was a decline in the per¬
centage of grants, largely due to a further

US shift away from them. Policy steps
to soften loan terms were taken by half

a dozen of the DAC countries, including
the important donors, Germany and the
United Kingdom. As a result, the over¬

all grant element, the way we measure
the softness of the funds made available,

was again in the low 80's, a quite good
figure when we remember that the loans

of the International Development Asso¬
ciation, known as the IDA, considered

as a standard for good terms, had a

grant element of only 86 per cent. It
would also appear that in 1 971 the same

eleven countries met the DAC target
for terms as in 1970. It is worth

noting that those not doing so include

the four DAC members having the lowest
per capita gross national product Aus¬

tria, Japan, Italy and Portugal.

On balance this is a good record parti¬
cularly when one considers the rather

discouraging picture that we have had

had to report over the last several years.

It would not be difficult, nor costly, to
developed countries to improve still

further on it in the years to come. Let us

hope they realise the great importance
that they in fact do so.
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OFFICIAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE RELATED TO GNP 1971
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SCIENCE

A new approach

to a false

alternative:

FUNDAMENTAL
VS.

APPLIED
RESEARCH

For the first time, an international comparison

of research systems has been undertaken

by OECD's Committee for Science Policy,

recently renamed the Committee for Scientific

and Technological Policy. The very change of

name indicates the theme of this article, derived

from the introduction to the first volume of

the study (1 ) which is devoted to France,

Germany and the United Kingdom.

A second volume will consider Belgium,

Norway, the Netherlands, Sweden and

Switzerland; a third will compare the research

systems and situation in Western Europe,

North America and Japan in the framework of

the new social objectives which are

proposed for science policy.

The changing scene of research activities over the last half-

century has made it progressively more difficult to trace
the line of demarcation between what is deemed funda¬

mental and what oriented or applied research. It is in the

light of these changes that OECD's just published study of
three Member countries' research systems regards what is
generally called "fundamental research". It considers it in

the widest, most inclusive sense; it does not restrict itself to

"non-oriented" research, which is theoretically free from any
concern about utility and whose sanctum is normally the uni¬
versity laboratory.

However one regards these changes, the dominant fact is the

ever closer link between science and technology, particularly

since the end of World War II. It has become idle today to set

up a diametrical opposition between science conceived by the
researcher as an end in itself and science conceived by society
as a means of achieving other social ends.

Scientific research is a continuous process involving a series

of contingent choices on the part of the researcher. Every
time he decides between alternative lines of action, the factors

which influence his choice determine to what extent his activity
will be "fundamental" or "applied". The research which led

to the discovery of transistors in the Bell Laboratories called

for work which, in the university context, would have been

classified as fundamental. In the eyes of the sponsoring indus¬
trial firm, however, it was regarded as applied, simply because of
the existence of potential customers.

A more recent example demonstrates how arbitrary these dis¬

tinctions can be. The first enzyme synthesis was achieved

simultaneously in 1969 in a university laboratory Rockefeller

University, and in an industrial laboratory Merck Laboratory.
"Applied" in one case and "fundamental" in the other, such

research can no longer be distinguished except by the institution
which happens to house it.

It must be added that social considerations, however objective,
are impregnated with policy attitudes and objectives. It is a
fact that decisions taken affect the evolution of research, the

resources allocated to it, and even the directions it takes. The

question whether science can be planned is purely rhetorical :

"Science is planned, whether implicitly and largely as a by¬
product of decision-making processes external to science, or

explicitly and consciously with respect to science and techno¬

logy themselves" (2).

(1 ) The Research System : Comparative Survey of the Organisation and
Financing of Fundamental Research.
Part I, In Search of a Policy.
Part II, The Financing and Organisation of Research in Universities and in
the Peripheral System.
Part III, Fundamental Research and Agencies in the Government Sector.
Part IV, Fundamental Research and Technological Application: Industry-
Science-University Interface.

(2) Harvey Brooks, "Can Science be Planned?" in Problems of Science
Policy, OECD, Paris, 1968.
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From this point of view, the problem is not so much to identify

the frontiers or trace the limits of competence, as to ascertain the

conditions in which the organisation of science can be influenced

so as to encourage its production.

In this connection, it is almost paradoxical to note that people

are readier to assess, in some fashion, the comparative "perfor¬

mances" of different countries than that of different research

institutions in each country. The indicators used number of

publications, number of Nobel prizewinners, foreign members

of prestigious academic institutions, etc. are certainly very

rough, but they do at least have the advantage of being available

and of serving to initiate international comparisons based on

quantitative data. At national levels similar data are usually

lacking or do not exist in sufficiently uniform series to justify
a statistical evaluation.

Abandoning the idea of an operational definition does not,

however, thereby mean abandoning the effort to understand
how "fundamental research" works as an institution and what

can be done to improve its working. It is still necessary to acquire

a better understanding of the institutional and structural condi¬

tions which the social system must satisfy in order to encourage

the flourishing of research. It was in this spirit that the OECD

Committee for Science Policy tackled the problem some years

ago, sponsoring various studies whose conclusions were

brought to the attention of the Ministers responsible for scientific

affairs in Member countries (3).

In 1968, at the Third OECD Ministerial Meeting on Science, the

Committee for Science Policy presented a report on the pro¬

motion and organisation of fundamental research. In its

conclusions, which were adopted by the Ministers, the report

found that "the development of fundamental research, particu¬

larly in Europe, encounters various difficulties. Outstanding

among these are the inflexibility of funding procedures, disper¬

sion of effort, the difficulty of integrating research in interdisci¬

plinary and borderline fields within traditional university struc¬

tures, the lack of an established research policy on the part of

institutions of higher education, obstacles to the mobility of
scientists both within and between countries, and the lack of

reliable statistical data as a basis for planning" .

Conditions Favourable for Research The Institutional Context

In spite of the efforts made by a number of countries to elabo¬
rate more refined statistics in the matter of research and deve¬

lopment, it must be recognised that the data relating to research

are both too general and too heterogenous to indicate exactly

what they cover. Figures and percentages are of course

available, but they represent orders of magnitude which, at best,

make it possible to identify the place of research in total national

research and development budgets. A significant breakdown

of these data by sectors, disciplines, qualifications of researchers

or the real time spent by them on research activities, is practic¬

ally impossible, not to mention the fact nevertheless vital in

this field that statistics obviously give no idea of the relative
level of research units.

The general title of OECD's studyThe Research System: Com¬
parative Survey of the Organisation and Financing of Funda¬
mental Research indicates the lines along which it is conceived.

By the reference to the "research system", it is recognised from
the start that fundamental research does not constitute an

independent element in the range of research activities. Quite
the reverse, from the point of view of disciplines as well as of
institutions, fundamental research is conceived here as that

part of research activities which does not lead to rapid appli¬
cations, whatever may be the motives of th3 researchers or the

(3) See Fundamental Research and the Policies of Governments, OECD,
Paris, 1966.
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objectives of the institutions. This conception no doubt has

the disadvantage of not laying sufficient stress on the degree of

generalisation which distinguishes science from technology,

but it has the advantage of not delving too deeply into the unans¬

werable question of frontiers. Recognising that modern scien¬

tific research constitutes a process whose different elements are

so many links in a continuous and retroactive chain, we have

not inquired where fundamental research begins and ends, but

rather, what is the institutional context in which it is actually
conducted.

In other words, while laying stress on the university institutions,

the traditional home of fundamental research, the inquiry extends

to non-university institutions which conduct fundamental re¬

search, either as their main function ("non-oriented" research)

or in pursuit of other ends ("oriented" research). This approach

has the further advantage not only of describing and analysing

the structures on which the flourishing of fundamental research

as such depends, but also of bringing to light the conditions

which encourage its use in the form of applied research.

The institutional environment in which science develops is

not in itself a guarantee that its discoveries will lead to practical

achievements. But it is necessary that the general solutions

which it proposes should meet a demand.

One of the most delicate problems of science policy is how to

influence the process by which scientific discoveries are trans¬

formed into useful applications and how to contribute, in one

way or another, towards bringing the "supply" of science into

closer harmony with the "demand" of society. If scientific

research is examined in the character of a continuous system,

defined by a chain of formal and informal links between different

institutions, the process is more easily understandable.

It becomes clear, among other things, that research which is

presented or regarded as fundamental by those who conduct

it often contains much more oriented research than purely disin¬

terested inquiry. Furthermore, in what is deemed to be applied

research, there is often a greater element of fundamental research

which enlarges the bounds of knowledge than of work defined

exclusively by the pursuit of practical results.

Government Laboratories

The agencies in the State sector, whose primary function is by
no means fundamental research, are nevertheless places in

which fundamental research work develops. In the range of

institutions in which fundamental research is localised, they
must in future be added to industrial laboratories, beyond the

specifically university territory which associates teaching with

research, as centres of activities for the conduct of which applied

research alone is not enough. These institutions raise special

problems, precisely because they lie at the interface of different

aims and functions. They are none the less an essential link

in the contemporary research system.

Why, in fact, do certain State research agencies devote part of

their activities to fundamental research work, when their pri¬

mary function is applied research particularly since the univer¬

sity or industry would seem a more "natural" setting for such

work? Whatever answer may be given to this question, it is
clear that account must be taken both of the historical and

particularly political conditions surrounding the origin of

these institutions and of the special scientific and technical

developments in the field of research with they are concerned.

If, as the OECD study brings out, the stress laid on fundamental

research is often a sign of the ageing of state research agencies,

the fact remains that the nature of their objectives, no less than

the nature of the research they undertake to attain these objec¬

tives, calls for work of a fundamental character to which the

university institute or the industrial laboratory does not imme¬

diately lend itself.

If the objectives change, or if the nature of the research evolves
to such an extent as to reveal that it could be conducted

more effectively in a university or industrial setting, then the

whole question arises of the raison d'être of the institution,

its re-adaptation and the assignment of its research staff to
other research work. The nuclear sector affords the best-known

example of this problem : it shows how vigilant science policy

must be with regard to the destiny of institutions whose creation

was determined partly by political considerations. The exis¬

tence of this problem, however, should not thereby be allowed

to mask the need for fundamental research which only State

agencies are in a position to carry out, due not only to their

specific missions, but also, often, to the shortcomings of the

university.

Science, the University and Industry

From this point of view, it is all the more important to throw

light on the links between science, the university and industry.

However far apart may be the objectives of the university and

of industry, they work together and are designed to do so more

and more. On the one hand, industry needs the new know¬

ledge which emerges from university research; on the other,

university research benefits from the scientific and not merely

technological advances connected with industry. And yet,
however close this relationship of cross-fertilisation between

the university and industry may have become, it may well be

asked whether, in some cases, it is not exactly the opposite

which we are witnessing.

The institutional evolution of scientific research, on one side,

and modern conditions of technical innovation based on the

increasingly scientific character of the industrialisation process
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on the other, are encouraging the development of industrial

and sometimes government laboratories whose fundamental

research work is conducted independently of the university.

The pattern of links between university and industry, which

we find outlined in Germany at the end of the nineteenth cen¬

tury and perfected in the United States in the first half of the
twentieth, seems to be changing as a result of the autonomous

rise of certain big industrial laboratories. If this tendency were

to be confirmed (the OECD study leaves the question open),
the non-university sector would become a producer of new

knowledge without owing anything to the institutional model

of university research.

In other words, pure science would be finding a way of deve¬

lopment so remote or so divorced from the traditional university

way, that the latter might, in certain cases, prove less productive

of new ideas and theoretic discoveries than private industry,

or even the government.

The question is all the more worth raising since the whole

problem of university research involves the breakup of its in¬

stitutional framework under the twofold pressure of new needs

arising out of the development of science and the rapid increase

in the number of students. Not only does this breakup create

difficulties in the relations between the teaching function and

the research function within the university, it also challenges the

capacity of the university to make its presence felt on all fronts

of science and to adapt itself to new sectors of scientific research.

The lack of innovation and of the spirit of enterprise in European

universities as compared with American universities is a fairly

accepted fact. What the OECD study shows, in any event,

with a wealth of information and analysis, is how this defect

is institutionally built into the financing mechanisms, decision¬

making procedures and organisational formulas which the

various reforms, usually grafted like foreign bodies on resistant

organisms, have the greatest difficulty in altering.

No doubt we find ourselves in the midst of a period of rapid

change and adjustment which rules out any longterm diagnosis.

But it is true that the structure of European universities faces

new developments in scientific research with rigidities of a

different type from those found in the United States. It can be

seen from the OECD study that it is not enough to blame exces¬

sive centralisation for causing these rigidities. They are encour¬

aged just as much by the internal partitioning of departments

and the lack of an overall policy at the level of each institution.

New Perspectives

One last aspect of the OECD study is worth stressing : it comes

at the appropriate moment, just at the time when a change can

be detected in the orientation of science policies. A period

of unprecedented growth in the resources allocated to research

and development is being succeeded by a period of questioning

and uncertainty.

In practice, if the expansion of resources has permitted a remark¬

able development in national research potentials, it has not

been enough to overcome all the obstacles which, in the coun¬

tries considered, stand in the way of a social and economic

climate more favourable to innovation. The hopes placed in

the ability of the research system to lead to practical results

were no doubt excessive. But, more generally, the levelling
off which is recorded in the resources allocated to research and

development arises, in all countries, from new concerns as to

the possible contributions of science and technology to eco¬

nomic and social development (4).

Neither the rate of growth in the resources allocated to research

activities, nor the objectives on which these resources have

been concentrated for more than twenty-five years past, can

be regarded as a permanent feature. On the contrary, the

period which is now opening seems likely to be characterised by

great uncertainties as to the ways and means of progress or

possibly of regression of resources and the whole nature of

new research programmes.

Now that government concern is tending to shift away from

vast technological programmes linked with defence and prestige,

research programmes, too, are the subject of reappraisal. This

change of priorities does not mean that less fundamental

research will be needed to satisfy the demands of society, but

rather that research will be required to respond more closely

to the imperatives of selectivity dictated by the social, political
and industrial context.

In particular, the question will arise of determining the propor¬

tion of research which should be oriented towards the sectors

of society which call for a stronger component of technical

innovation health services, urban public transport, housing,

protection of the environment, and so forth.

In this period of transition, it is all the more essential to have

a better understanding of the organisation of the research

system, since that system may be called upon to respond over¬

night to new objectives without losing its drive and creative-

ness. That is one of the conclusions which emerges most

clearly from the present OECD study: whatever reforms may

be introduced, the speed at which the research system can

change is limited.

The new links which are now taking shape between science

and society will no doubt be reflected in the long run in new

models of organisation. In the meantime, the whole art of

science policies is to facilitate this structural adaptation by

a deeper and finer knowledge of its different components;

such has been the paramount objective of the comparative

study OECD has just undertaken.

(4) See Science, Growth and Society, a New Perspective, a report of the
Secretary General's Ad Hoc Group on New Concepts of Science Policy,
OECD Paris, 1971.
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Visit of Her Majesty

the Queen

of the Netherlands

During her visit to the Château de la

Muette, OECD\s Paris Headquarters, on
22nd June, Her Majesty the Queen of

the Netherlands attended a meeting of the
Environment Committee, and had talks

on problems of development co-operation.

She was accompanied by His Royal High¬
ness the Prince of the Netherlands.

Her Majesty was received on arrival by.

Emile van Lennep, Secretary General,

Ambassador Johan Kaufmann, Permanent

Representative of the Netherlands to
OECD, and Benson E. L. Timmons and

Gérard Eldin, Deputy Secretaries Gene-

(Above): A bouquet is presented to Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands by the daughter of a member of the Netherlands Delegation
to OECD. (Below): Left to right: The Prince of the Netherlands, Her Majesty the Queen, Emile van Lennep, Secretary General
Christian A. Herter Jr. (US), Chairman of the OECD Environment Committee.
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The Queen attends a meeting of the Environment Committee.

Leaving OECD headquarters, Her Majesty waves to members of the international staff.

ral. The Secretary General conducted

the Royal party to a meeting of the OECD
Environment Committee, whose Chair¬

man, Christian A. Herter, Jr. was presen¬
ted to Her Majesty.

The Committee held a debate on long-

term environmental problems and their

possible impact on economic growth.

Following introductory statements by Mr.
-Eldin and Mr. Herter, a number of Dele¬

gates explained the effect of long-term

environmental problems as they affect
their own countries: they included the

representatives of Sweden, Japan, the
United Kingdom and France.

Subsequently, Her Majesty had a discus¬
sion of development problems with a
number of OECD experts. The Chair¬
man of the Development Assistance Com¬
mittee (DAC), Ambassador Edwin M.
Martin and the President of the OECD

Development Centre, Paul-Marc Henry,
participated in this part of the programme.

Heads of Permanent Delegations and
the Chairman of the OECD Staff Asso¬

ciation, F. Elles, were presented to Her
Majesty and His Royal Highness, who
also had an occasion to greet Dutch mem¬

bers of the OECD staff and representatives

of the Netherlands Permanent Delegation
to OECD.

Meeting of
the Maritime

Transport Committee

The regular meetings of OECD's Mari¬

time Transport Committee one of the
oldest established of the Organisation's

Committees provide a demonstration
of international co-operation put into

practice. Many of its members, repre¬
senting 20 OECD countries, have attended
these meetings over a period of years, and
they take place in an atmosphere of
mutual trust conducive to constructive dis¬

cussion and the ironing-out of difficulties.

This is especially important since, while
the fleets of OECD Member countries

make up nearly two-thirds of world ton¬
nage, the place of shipping in the national
economy varies greatly from one country
to another. The ships of some countries,
like Norway and Greece, mainly trans¬

port other countries' goods; some coun¬
tries, like Japan or the United Kingdom,

are major trading nations with large
fleets of their own while others, such as

Canada or Australia, depend almost entire¬
ly on foreign shipping for their exports
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and imports.
Nevertheless, all Member countries have

traditionally been guided by the principle

that the free circulation of shipping in

free and fair competition is the best gua¬

rantee of adequate and economical ship¬
ping services in the interest of world trade.
Under the OECD Code of Liberalisation

of Current Invisible Operations, they are
committed to follow a liberal shipping
policy; at the same time they have consis

tently tried to convince other countries

that discriminatory shipping policies and
especially cargo reservation practices are

harmful in the long ran and inevitably
reduce the efficiency of maritime transport.
They all recognise, moreover, that while the

unrestricted access of the cargo-owner to

shipping services is in the best interest
of their countries and of world trade as a

whole, special efforts are necessary to

assist the developing countries in setting

up or expanding their own economically
viable merchant marines.

At the latest meeting of the Committee,
which took place on 8th June, Jorgen

Worm, Director of Shipping in the Dan¬
ish Ministry of Trade, was elected Chair¬

man, with G.R.W. Brigstocke (UK) and

Admiral L. Boado y Endeiza (Spain) as
Vice-Chairmen.

The first item for discussion, as at each

meeting of the Committee, was a review of

The OECD Maritime Transport Committee: a general view of the meeting.

Left to right: /. Pluymers (Belgium), F. Struve and C. Hinz (Germany), J. Worm
(Denmark Chairman), R. Schulz (OECD Secretariat).

the world shipping scene and the freight
markets. National or international ship¬
ping policy must take into account

world-wide market trends. A report pre¬
pared by the OECD Secretariat surveyed

the freight markets where sluggish demand
and continued massive deliveries had

depressed freight rates even further. In
the liner trades further rate increases had

resulted from continued inflationary cost

pressures. Shipbuilding orders had

declined and tanker tonnage laid-up for
lack of employment had risen to 4.3 mil¬

lion d.w.t. by end April, a figure never
attained since 1960.

Delegates then turned to the discussion

of shipping policy matters. Among the
items considered are trading negotiations

between the European Economic Com¬

munity and several South American

countries; substantial shipping interests

are involved and the OECD policy of
non-discrimination should be asserted.

A country in South East Asia has estab¬

lished a government freight bureau
which directs cargo away from the tra-



diiional carriers to national flag vessels.

A shipping conference composed mainly
of Member countries' lines has concluded

an agreement with a government agency
of a non-member country which seemed

to contain discriminatory elements; what

are the obligations of Member govern¬
ments under the Code of Liberalisation

in this case? A Member government is
giving fiscal incentives to certain exports
including freight payments in some cases;

in negotiating a number of resolutions
aimed at promoting the merchant marines,
ports and other shipping interests of deve¬
loping countries. Unfortunately it had

proved impossible to reach agreement on

how to draw up and implement a world¬
wide "code of conduct for liner confer¬

ences". Delegates to the Maritime

Transport Committee will continue to

work towards a generally acceptable solu¬
tion of this pressing problem.

Other matters discussed by the Commit¬
tee included:

the setting up of an ad hoc group on
flags of convenience (see page 12)

the submission of the Committee's sur¬

vey of seaborne container transport to
a "hearing" by the European Conference
of Ministers of Transport

preparations for the 1972 Annual Report
which is to contain a special chapter
on international dry cargo movements.

is thisjin conformity with obligations
under the Code? The frank discussion

of matters like these is one of the most

important functions of the Committee.

Delegates then passed to consideration of
matters connected with the world-wide

UNCTAD Committee on Shipping which
groups developing and developed coun¬

tries in an effort to promote world ship¬
ping, particularly on behalf of the deve¬

loping countries. The OECD Maritime

Transport Committee, after being for many
years the only intergovernmental group
concerned with shipping policy matters,
now also serves as a forum for co-ordinat¬

ing the developed countries' positions in
UNCTAD. At the outset, two members

of the Maritime Transport Committee,
B. Voss of Sweden and G.M. Schuthe of

Canada reported on the third United
Nations Conference on Trade and Deve¬

lopment, which took place in Santiago

during May. They had served the deve¬

loped countries as Chairmen during par¬

ticularly difficult negotiations. The ship¬
ping experts in Santiago had succeeded

Left to right: K.W. McQueen and G.R.W. Brigstocke (Vice-
Chairman - UK), C. Dantas Teixeira (Portugal).

Left to right: C. Bernard (France), Admiral L. Boado y Endeiza
( Vice-Chairman) and C, von Wichmann de Miguel (Spain) .
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PUBLICATIONS

New OECDPublications

' Science Policy Studies "

PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS OF

FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH IN

MULTIDISCIPLINARY FIELDS

Following previous studies of fund¬
amental research, the OECD Direc¬

torate of Scientific Affairs decided

to examine three fields with widely
different subject matter Compu¬
ter Science. Materials, Brain and

Behaviour but having some im¬
portant common characteristics.
These were the criteria used in the

selection :

each field is multidisciplinary
each has a fast growth rate
each has at present insufficient re¬

cognition as a field in its own right
each is likely to produce results

of scientific and practical import¬
ance within the next ten years.
Field-by-field conclusions and re¬
commendations and the results of

the studies are embodied in the

three reports :

BRAIN AND BEHAVIOUR (June
1972, 64 pages).

MATERIALS (July 1972,54 pages).
COMPUTER SCIENCE (July 1972,
54 pages).

Each volume	

F 8,00

£ 0.62 $ 1.75

Sw.tr. 6,30 DM 5.60

*

PROBLEMS OF ENVIRONMEN¬

TAL ECONOMICS (June 1972).

In order to discuss the current

state of environmental economics

and the most important problems
to be solved, OECD organised a
seminar of economists of diverse

nationalities around the following
three themes :

1 . Problems and instruments of

environmental cost a/location, the

internalisation of external effects,

reconomic and regulatory app¬
roaches, the impact on income
distribution.

2. Methods ofanalysis and environ -
mental indicators. Which econo¬

mic analyses and evaluation me¬
thods are applicable? What are
the scope and limits of cost-benefit
analyses and of econometric
models? Necessity of an integr¬
ated approach. Must one look for
" environmental indicators " as well

as social indicators?

3. international problems, the eco¬
nomic analysis of transfrontier
pollution, the impact of national
environmental policies on trade,
the consequences for developing
countries.

280 pages	 £ 7.90 $ 5.50
F 25,00 Sw.tr. 19,50 DM17.00

CLASSIFICATION OF EDUCA¬

TIONAL SYSTEMS.

These classifications present a
detailed description of the various
parts of each OECD Member
country's educational system, rang¬
ing from pre-primary level through
the different forms of adult educa¬

tion available in that country.

On the basis of the length of studies,
entrance requirements and certifica¬
tes awarded, each of part of the
system has been reclassified accord¬
ing to the standardised system pro¬
posed in the handbook "Methods
and Statistical Needs for Education¬

al Planning". This presentation
is intended to serve as a guide in
the understanding and comparison
of education in the various coun¬

tries.

CLASSIFICATION OF EDUCA¬

TIONAL SYSTEMS : FINLAND,

GERMANY, JAPAN (May 1972).

80 pages . 	 «0.70 $2.00

1,00 Sw.tr. 7, 10 DM6.30

Other studies to appear in 1 972 in
this series:

> NETHERLANDS, SWEDEN,
TURKEY.

ENGLAND AND WALES,
SCOTLAND AND NORTHERN

IRELAND.

80 pages	 £ 0.70 $ 2.00
F 9,00 Sw.tr. 7,10 DM6.30

*

" OECD Economic Surveys". 1971-
1972 Series:

Detailed annual surveys of trends
and prospects for each OECD
country.

YUGOSLAVIA (March 1972, 72
pages). UNITED STATES (April
1972, 64 pages).

Each booklet	 £ 0.35 $ 1.00

F 4,50 Sw.tr 3,50 DM 3.20
Subscription to 1971-1972 series being
published	 £ 5.80 $16.50

F 76,00 Sw.lr. 58,00 DM 51.00

THE CAPITAL MARKET, INTER¬
NATIONAL CAPITAL MOVE¬

MENTS, RESTRICTIONS ON CAP¬

ITAL OPERATIONS IN SWEDEN

(June 1972).

The report the seventh in the
OECD country capital-market se¬
ries analyses the institutional as¬
pects and the functioning of Swe¬
den's financial system. Special
features and problems concerning
the role of the National Pension

Fund, the financing of residential
construction and of industry and
the regulation of capital transac¬
tions with foreign countries are
discussed in detail.

70 pages	 £ 1.15 $3.25
F 15,00 Sw.lr. 1 1,70 DM 10.50

LABOUR FORCE STATISTICS,

1959-1970/STATISTIQUES DELA

POPULATION ACTIVE (May 1 972)

An overall Tview, on the basis of

standardised data, of the manpower
and employment situation over the
last decade in the OECD countries.

Australia is included for the first

time; the addition of this country
is an important new feature.

400 pages, bilingual. . . £1.75 t 5.00
F 23,00 Sw.lr 18,00 DM 15.60

NUCLEAR LAW BULLETIN N° 9

(April 1972).

Subscription (2 issues and Supplements) .
	 £ 7.75 $3.25

F 15,00 Sw.lr 11,70 DM10.50

^

PROVISIONAL OIL STATISTICS

BY QUARTERS. 4th Quarter 1971 /
STATISTIQUES PÉTROLIÈRES

PROVISOIRES PAR TRIMESTRE

(June 1972).

The provisional figures refer to
crude oil and natural gas, showing
indigenous production, refinery
intake, total imports and exports:
the five main products, i.e. gaso¬
lines, aviation fuels, kerosenes, gas/
diesel oil and fuel oil, and other

products, showing refinery output,
total imports and exports, inland
consumption and bunkers for each.

22 pages, bilingual . . . £ 0.35 t 1.00
F 4.50 Sw.lr. 4,00 DM 3.30

Subscription 1972. . . £ 7 .37 $4.00
F 18,00 Sw.lr. 14,00 DM 12.50

PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS IN

THE COKING INDUSTRY IN THE

OECD COUNTRIES (June 1972).

The report contains an analysis pre¬
pared by the Energy and Industry
Committee of the worldwide situ¬

ation of the coking industry and
its likely medium term develop¬
ments. It contains policy recom¬
mendations to governments in order
to limit possible supply difficulties
of coke and coking coal, vital to the
iron and steel industry.

84 pages	 & 0.77 $2.25
F 10,00 Sw.lr. 7,80 DM 7.00

THE INDUSTRIAL POLICY OF

JAPAN (May 1972).

An analysis of the success story of
Japanese industrial development.
This report by the Industry Com¬
mittee covers the basic philosophy
and objectives of Japanese indus¬
trial policy and the whole range of
policy instruments and means used
to promote industrial development,
structural adaptation and the stimu¬
lation of technological progress
in industry as well as an assessment
of these policies.

196 pages	 £7.45 % 4.25
F 19,00 Sw.lr. 14,80 DM 13.00

*

" Road Research ":

WINTER DAMAGE TO ROAD

PAVEMENTS (May 1972).

Report which considers the ways in
which winter damage to road pave-
ments^'could be reduced mainly
from the point of view of pavement
design, construction and mainte¬
nance. Details of the various factors

involved, i.e. gritting materials, de-
icing chemicals, snow clearing
machines, studded tyres and snow
chains given. Types, causes and
the process of damage to both
bituminous and cement concrete

pavements (excluding the effect of
freezing-thawing cycles). Measur¬
ing and the test methods used to
determine pavement damage and/
or wear both in the laboratory and
on actual roads are examined.

100 pages	 £0.77 $2.25
F 10,00 Sw.lr. 9,00 DM 7.00

ACCELERATED METHODS OF

LIFE TESTING PAVEMENTS (June
1972).

The rapport describes the test
methods (full scale road experi¬
ments, accelerated simulation tests)
and methods for assessing the
behaviour of pavements, and ana¬
lyses the concept of pavement life.
An extensive bibliography contains
the most important references in
this field.

44 pages	 £ 0.45 $ 1.50
F 6,00 Sw.lr. 4,75 DM4.20

OPTIMISATION OF BUS OPERA¬

TION IN URBAN AREAS (June
1972).

Considerations on present systems
and techniques of bus operation,
possible ways of improving these
systems, new technology and the
administrative organisation of pre-
senttransport. The most important
factors affecting passengers, bus
operators and the general public are
discussed, with particular emphasis
on criteria for the optimisation of
bus operation in urban areas.

90 pages	 £ 0.70 $ 2.00
F 9,00 Sw.lr. 7,00 DM 6.30

*

OECD. HISTORY, AIMS, STRUC¬

TURE (May 1972).

New up-to-date version. 54 pages 	
Free on request

CATALOGUE OF PUBLICATIONS

1 972 Free on request.
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IP here to obtain OECD Publications

ARGENTINA

Libreria de las Naciones

Alsina 500, Buenos Aires.

AUSTRALIA

B.C.N. Agencies Pty., Ltd.,
178 Collins Street,
Melbourne 3000.

AUSTRIA

Gerold & Co., Graben 31, Wien I.
Vertreter :

Buchhandlung Jos. A. Kienreich,
Sackstrasse 6, Graz.

BELGIUM

Librairie des Sciences,

Coudenberg 76-78
et rue des Eperonniers 56,
B 100 Bruxelles I.

BRAZIL

Mestre Jou S.A.,

Rua Guaipâ, 518, Caixa Postal 24090.
05000 Sao Paulo 10.

Rua Senador Dantas 19 s/205-6
Rio de Janeiro - GB.

CANADA

Information Canada,

Ottawa.

DENMARK

Munksgaard Boghandel, Ltd.,
Nôrregade 6, Kôbenhavn K.

FINLAND

Akateeminen Kirjakauppa,
Keskuskatu 2, Helsinki.

FORMOSA

Books and Scientific Supplies Services, Ltd.,
P.O.B. 83, Taipei, Taiwan.

FRANCE

OECD Publications Office,

2 rue André-Pascal, F 75775 Paris Cedex 16.
Principaux sous-dépositaires :
Paris : Presses Universitaires de France,
49 bd Saint-Michel, 75005 Paris.
Sciences Politiques (Lib.),
30 rue Saint-Guillaume, 75007 Paris.
13100 Aix-en-Provence : Librairie de

l'Université.

38000 Grenoble : Arthaud.

67000 Strasbourg : Berger-Levrault.
31000 Toulouse : Privât.

GERMANY

Deutscher Bundes-Verlag, GmbH.,
Postfach 9380, 53 Bonn.
Vertreter : Berlin 62 : Elwert & Meurer.

Hamburg : Reuter-KIôckner;

und in den massgebenden Buchhandlungen
Deutschlands.

GREECE

Librairie Kauffmann,
28 rue du Stade, Athens 132.

Librairie Internationale Jean Mihalopoulos
& Fils

75 rue Hermou, B.P. 73, Thessaloniki.

ICELAND

Snsebjôrn Jônsson & Co., h. f.,
Hafnarstraeti 9,
P.O.B. 1131 - Reykjavik.

INDIA

Oxford Book and Stationery Co. :
Scindia House, New Delhi I.
17 Park Street, Calcutta.

IRELAND

Eason & Son, P.O.B. 42,

40-41 Lower O'Connell Street, Dublin I.

ISRAEL

Emanuel Brown :

9 Shlomzion Hamalka Street, Jerusalem.
35 Allenby Road,
and 48 Nahlath Benjamin St., Tel-Aviv.

ITALY

Rapprensentanza esclusiva
Libreria Commissionaria Sansoni.

Via Lamarmora 45, 50121 Firenze.
Via Roncaglia 14, 20146 Milano.
Sub-depositari :
Herder Editrice e Libreria,
Piazza Montecitorio 120, 00186 Roma.
Libreria Rizzoli

Largo Chigi, 15, 00187 Roma.
Libreria Hoepli
Via Hoepli 5, 20121 Milano.
Libreria Lattes

Via Garibaldi 3, 10122 Torino.
La diffusione délie edizioni OECD è inoltre

assicurata [dalle migliori librerie nelle città
più importanti.

JAPAN

Maruzen Company Ltd.,
6 Tori-Nichome Nihonbashi, Tokyo 103,
P.O.B. 5050, Tokyo International 100-31.

LEBANON

Redico, Immeuble Edison,

Rue Bliss, B.P. 5641,
Beyrouth.

THE NETHERLANDS

W.P. Van Stockum,

Buitenhof 36, Den Haag.

NEW ZEALAND

Wellington, Government Printing Office,
Mulgrave Street (Private Bag), and
Government Bookshops at

Auckland (P.O.B. 5344).

Christchurch (P.O.B. 1721).
Hamilton (P.O.B. 857).

Dunedin (P.O.B. 1104).

NORWAY

Johan Grundt Tanums Bokhandel,
Karl Johansgate 41/43, Oslo 1.

PAKISTAN

Mirza Book Agency,
65 Shahrah Quaid-E-Azam, Lahore 3.

PORTUGAL

Livraria Portugal,
Rua do Carmo 70, Lisboa.

SPAIN

Mundi Prensa, Castellô 37, Madrid 1.

Libreria Bastinos de José Bosch,
Pelayo 52, Barcelona 1.

SWEDEN

Fritzes, Kungl.
Fredsgatan 2,

Hovbokhandel,
1 152 Stockholm 16.

SWITZERLAND

Librairie Payot,
6 rue Grenus, 1211 Genève 11

et à Lausanne, Neuchatel, Vevey,
Montreux, Berne, Bale et Zurich.

TURKEY

Librairie Hachette,

469 Istiklal Caddesi, Beyoglu, Istanbul,
and 12 Ziya Gôkalp Caddesi, Ankara.

UNITED KINGDOM and

CROWN COLONIES

H. M. Stationery Office
P.O. Box 569, London SE1 9NH
Branches at : Edinburgh, Birmingham,
Bristol, Manchester, Cardiff, Belfast.

UNITED STATES

OECD Publications Center,
Suite 1207,
1750 Pennsylvania Ave, N.W.,
Washington, d.c. 20006.

VENEZUELA

Libreria del Este,

Avda F. Miranda 52, Edificio Galipan,
Caracas.

YUGOSLAVIA

Jugoslovenska Knjiga, Terazije 27,
P.O.B. 36, Beograd.

*

Orders and inquiries from countries where
Sales Agents have not yet been appointed
should be sent to OECD Publications Office,

2 rue André-Pascal, F 75775 Paris Cedex 16.
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